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ABSTRACT
This study was undertaken to correlate the Austin group of
central Texas and its equivalents in northeast Texas and, also, to
determine the ralationships between the Austin and Taylor equiva
lents of northeast Texas.
Poorly exposed outcrops in northeast Texas were studied in
detail, and, in supplement, well cuttings in the Bureau of Economic
Geology Well Sample Library at Austin were examined.

The corre

lation value of a number of megafossils has been evaluated, and the
ranges of some have been extended in local areas as a result of
this study.
In a special study, Austin and Taylor Ostracoda of northeast
Texas were compared with ostracod slides prepared by Professor H. V.
Howe from samples collected by Louis A. Gimbrede in central Texas.
The carbonate sequence of the Austin group of central Texas is
separated from its clastic equivalents in northeast Texas by the
Preston anticline which trends northwest-southeast in Grayson and
Hunt counties.

Previous correlations have been made between the

carbonate and clastic sequences, but this study has necessitated a
number of revisions.

Some of the species ranges have been strongly

controlled by environment while others have not., and the boundary
between the Austin and Taylor groups of central Texas and between
their equivalents in northeast Texas is transitional in some areas
and unconformable in others.

INTRODUCTION
In 1956 L. W. Stephenson made a reconnaissance study of north
east Texas in an effort to correlate formations of this area with
those of the Upper Cretaceous Austin and Taylor groups of'central
Texas.

Since that time, however, there has been considerable con

troversy over the Austin-Taylor boundary in northeast Texas and
over correlations between this area, central Texas, and southwest
Arkansas.

The author of this paper has made a surface and sub

surface study of the formations assigned by Stephenson to the
Austin and Taylor groups in northeast Texas (Table i) in an attempt
to solve some of these problems.

Faunal comparisons, including de

tailed correlations based on Ostracoda, were made between northeast
and central Texas.
The area discussed in this paper is shown in Fig. 1.

It is

bounded on the north by the Ouachita Mountains, on the east by the
Sabine uplift, on the south by the Mexia-Talco fault system, and on
the west it extends slightly south of the Preston anticline.
The units studied crop out in a belt approximately twenty miles
wide and strike N 850 E from southwest Arkansas to the Preston anti
cline.

South of the Preston anticline the strike is N 10° E.

The

dip is to the southeast at 85 feet per mile in Arkansas and 55 feet
per mile in Texas.
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NORTHEAST TEXAS

RED RIVER COUNT!

ARKANSAS

Marlbrook marl

Upper Taylor clay
Upper Taylor clay
Pecan Gap chalk
TAYLOR

Annona chalk
Wolfe City sand
Annona chalk
Ozan formation

Lower Taylor clay

Gober chalk
Brownstown marl
Brownstown marl

Brownstown marl
AUSTIN

Blossom sand

Blossom sand

Bonham clay

Tokio formation
Bonham clay

Ector chalk

Table I— Formations recognized by Stephenson in northeast Texas and Arkansas.
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STRATIGRAPHY
The Preston anticline separates the typical central Texas car
bonate sequence of the Austin group from the predominantly clastic
sequence in northeast Texas and Arkansas.

These clastic sediments

are herein referred to as Austin equivalents in order to avoid con
fusion which may arise from the use of Austin group, having a lithic
connotation, or Austin stage, having a time connotation.

The same

system of nomenclature is applied to the Taylor, although the diff
erences in lithology are not as pronounced.
Since much of the area east of the Preston anticline is masked
by alluvium, a subsurface study was included to aid in the solution
of many of the problems.
According to Stephenson, the Austin equivalents of northeast
Texas include the Lake Crockett member, Ector chalk, Bonham clay,
Blossom sand, Brownstown marl and Gober chalk in ascending order.
His Taylor equivalents are the Lower Taylor clay, Wolfe City sand,
Pecan Gap chalk, and Opper Taylor clay in ascending order.

The

following includes a brief discussion of these units and does not
not consider the problems in correlation, which are discussed
separately.
Lake Crockett member.— The base of the Austin equivalents was
considered to be the base of the Pish-bed conglomerate by Taff
(1893) an£i Stephenson (1937)*

The Pish-bed conglomerate consists

of a 0.5 foot bed of phosphate pebbles, sharks' teeth, and wood
fragments, and at Lake Crockett dam in Fannin County (loc. 12) it
is separated from the overlying Ector chalk by 17 feet of gray,

micaceous clay.

McNulty (195*0 places the Fish-bed conglomerate

and overlying clay in the Lake Crockett member which he says is the
uppermost unit of the Eagle Ford group.

According to this inter

pretation, the base of the Ector chalk would be the base of the
Austin equivalents in northeast Texas.

The author of this paper,

however, finds that, in Grayson County to the west, the clay of the
Lake Crockett member is transitional into the overlying Ector at
Iocs. 18 and 20, and at loc. 21 all the clay has been replaced
laterally by the Ector chalk which rests directly on the Fish-bed
conglomerate.

For this reason, the Fish-bed conglomerate is here

considered to mark the base of the Austin equivalents which rest
unconformably on Eagle Ford sands and clays..
Most workers doing subsurface correlation in this area choose
the base of the Ector as the base of Austin equivalents and this
practice may be more desirable since there are some areas in which
the Fish-bed conglomerate may be confused with sands in the under
lying Eagle Ford group.

The clay portion of the Lake Crockett

member merges with sand east of the type locality, and in Bowie
County it is easily distinguished from the underlying clays of the
Eagle Ford group.
Ector chalk.— The Ector chalk was named for the town of Ector
(Stephenson, 1919) in Fannin County but is better exposed in Gray
son and Collin counties (iocs. 18 and 22) where it consists of
massive beds of gray and brown chalk separated by thin clay partings
and contains numerous Inoceramus sp. and Gryphaea sp.

In Collin

County and parts of Grayson County it overlies the Fish-bed conglom

erate, but, in part of Grayson County and in Fannin County it is
transitional into the underlying clay of the Lake Crockett member.
The Ector is also transitional into the overlying Bonham clay.
Because of masking alluvial deposits, Stephenson was unable to
trace the Ector farther east than Ravenna, Fannin County, but on
electric logs the Ector can be traced into Red River County where
it becomes marly.

In Red River County the Ector overlies the sand

which grades westward into the clay of the Lake Crockett member.
Bonham clay.— The Bonham clay derives its name from Bonham,
Fannin County (Stephenson, 1927» p. 8), where exposures are rare
and very poor.

The best exposures were found in gullies five to

ten miles north of Paris, Lamar County, on State Highway 79*

The

Bonham clay loses its identity westward over the Preston anticline
where all the units from the top of the Gober chalk to the top of
the Ector become calcareous and cannot be distinguished from one
another (Fig. 2).

To the east, a tongue of sand in the middle of

the Bonham clay can be correlated with the middle sand of the Tokio
sand of Arkansas and is sometimes overlain by a glauconitic chalk.
Blossom sand.— The type locality of the Blossom sand is a
water well drilled at Blossom, Lamar County (Gordon, 19H> P» 276).
However, the Blossom is well-exposed at Iocs. 1? and 1^ in Fannin
County.

Exogyra ponderosa Say first appears in the top of the

Blossom and Qstrea travisana Stephenson was found at Iocs. 11 and
l4.

numerous Placenticeras sp. were also found at loc. l^f.
Stephenson described Iocs. 5 and 7 as Blossom sand but this

author finds that, on the basis of subsurface correlation, these
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sands are stratigraphically 100 feet higher than the Blossom which
is exposed at loc. h-m

A species of Placenticeras from loc. 5 indi

cates that this sand is younger than the Blossom according to Keith
Young (personal communication).
The Blossom, like the other Austin equivalents, becomes cal
careous and unidentifiable over the Preston anticline and its most
westward exposure is at loc.

17.

Brownstown marl.— The Brownstown marl was named by Hill (1888,
p. 86) for Brownstown, Sevier County, Arkansas.

Dane (1929, p. h 6 )

later restricted the Brownstown to the lower part of Hill1s Browns
town and named the upper
The Brownstown marl
out

the area.

far

east

part the Ozan.
of Texas overlies the Blossom sand through

It is transitional into the overlying Gober chalk as

as the latitudeof Blossom, Lamar

County.

Farthereast,

according to Stephenson's interpretation, an unconformity at the
base of the Lower Taylor clay truncates the Gober so that Lower
Taylor clay rests unconformably on Brownstown marl (loc. 6).

Still

farther east, at the latitude of Clarksville, Red River County, the
Lower Taylor clay grades laterally into Annona chalk which overlies
the Brownstown marl at loc. 3*

The Brownstown marl of Texas is

best exposed along Cane Creek two miles north of Roxton, Lamar
County.
Gober chalk.-— The Gober chalk was named by Stephenson (l927>
p. 8) for the town of Gober, Fannin County.

The upper five to ten

feet consist of resistant calcarenite between Iocs. 10 and 16 and
at some localities contains phosphatized Baoulites sp. at the top.

The contact between the Gober and overlying Lower Taylor clay is
quite distinct between the above-mentioned localities but east and
west of these localities the Gober is transitional into the overlying Lower Taylor clay.

The transition is not evident on the

surface due to weathering in the upper part of the exposures but
in the subsurface it is evident from samples that there is a
gradual transition from chalk to marl.
The Gober pinches out eastward in the latitude of Blossom,
Lamar County, at loc. 8, and to the west over the Preston anticline
it cannot be distinguished from the underlying chalks.
The diagnostic megafossils in the Gober include a species of
Terebratulina collected from loc. 9 and Delawarella delawarense
(Morton) and D. "delawarense1' (of Dane) which were identified by
Keith Young.
Lower Taylor clay.— The Taylor group was named for Taylor,
Williamson County, by Hill (1891, P» 73) and Lower Taylor clay has
been applied in northeast Texas to the argillaceous sequence overlying the Gober chilk (Stephenson, 1927).

The basal portion of

the Lower Taylor clay consists of a brown marl which is transition
al into the underlying Gober chalk; the upper part consists of
black carbonaceous clay containing numerous E. ponderosa.
East of the Gober pinch-out, the Brownstown marl is overlain
by Lower Taylor clay which grades eastward into Annona chalk.
Wolfe City sand.— The Lower Taylor clay is transitional into
the overlying Wolfe City sand which was named for Wolfe City,
Hunt County (Stephenson, 1918, p. 155)*

The Wolfe City consists

10

of sandstone ledges separated by brown, sandy clay and, like the
Lower Taylor clay, it contains numerous E. ponderosa and grades
westward into Annona chalk.

It is overlain by the Pecan Gap

chalk which is equivalent to the upper part of the Annona chalk.

FAUNAL DISTRIBUTION
A study of the fauna in the foregoing units has been concen
trated on ostracods but a number of megafossil biostromes recognized
in central Texas (Stephenson, 1936; Young and Marks, 1952; Smith,
1955? Durham, 1958) can be traced into northeast Texas.
The Austin group at Austin is divided into the Lower Austin
chalk, the Dessau chalk (Durham, 1955)> and the Burditt marl (Adkins,
1932), in ascending order.

At Dallas, it is divided into a lower

chalk member, middle marl member, and upper chalk member (Dallas
Petroleum Geologists, 19^1).
Of the characteristic megafossils recognized in central Texas,
Inoceramus undulatoplicatus Roemer, Ostrea travisana Stephenson,
Exogyra ponderosa Say, Delaware11a delawarense (Morton), and Delawarella "delawarense" (of Dane) have been recognized in northeast
Texas.

I. undulatoplicatus occurs in the upper part of the Lower

Austin in central Texas and in the middle marl member of Dallas and
Collin counties but was not found farther eastward.

0. travisana

occurs at three horizons in central Texas (Durham, 1958); between
the I. undulatoplicatus bed and the base of the Dessau, in the base
of the Dessau, and in the top of the Burditt marl.

In northeast

Texas this species occurs only in the top of the Blossom.

E. pon-

derosa first appears in the base of the Dessau in central Texas
(Durham, 1958), in the lower part pf the upper chalk member in
Dallas County (Smith, 1955)» and in the top of the Blossom in north
east Texas.

D. delawarense (Morton) and D, "delawarense" (of Dane)

are found in the Burditt of central Texas (Keith Young, personal
11

12

communication), and in the top of the Gober and 150 feet above the
Gober, at loc. 15 j in northeast Texas.
A detailed study of the ostracods from the areas under con
sideration has revealed 67 species which include 26 new species and
one new genus.

These species are figured and described in the

following pages and their ranges in central Texas and northeast
Texas are shown in Tables II and III.
The study of ostracods from the Austin and Taylor groups near
Austin, Austin group of Dallas, and Austin and Taylor equivalents
of northeast Texas and Arkansas reveals that a number of species
are index fossils.

These include Veenia n. sp. 3» Alatacythere n.

sp. 2, Cythereis n. sp. 2, Cythereis n. sp. 5> Brachycythere n. sp.
5, and Monoceratina sp,. Veenia n. sp. 3 is associated with the
Inoceramus undulatoplicatus bed of Stephenson (1956) in the upper
part of the Lower Austin and with the same bed in Dallas and Collin
counties.

The I. undulatoplicatus bed could not be traced north of

Collin County but Veenia n. sp. 3 was found in the Bonham clay in a
gully 1.7 miles west of Bonham on U. S, Highway 82 and 0.2 miles
south of U. S. Highway 82 on State Highway 121.

Monoceratina sp.

is restricted to sample 32 in the Dessau and sample 68 in the upper
chalk member in Collin County.

Alatacythere n. sp. 2 is restricted

to the Burditt marl in the Austin area and occurs in the upper part
of the upper chalk member 25 feet from the top in Dallas and 100
feet from the top in Collin County, and at 350 feet in the Krasner
well in Fannin County (well no. 5» Fig. 2).
always associated with Cythereis n. sp.

In Collin County it is
Cythereis n. sp. 2 is
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Burdltt

Dessau

Table III— Distribution of ostracod species in central Texas.
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restricted to the Lower Taylor clay and Durango sand of central
Texas and the Lower Taylor clay and Wolfe City sand of northeast
Texas.

Another species, Cythereis b i c o m i s , is replaced by C. n.

sp. 3 at the Austin-Taylor contact in the type area, and the former
does not occur above the Brownstown in Red River County; however,
C. n. sp. 3 is not present in the Annona or Brownstown.
A distinct faunal break also occurs between a chalk at the
base of the Ozan at loc. 1 in McCurtain County, Oklahoma, and the
underlying Brownstown marl.

This chalk, the "beer-joint chalk" of

earlier workers, is here named the Janis member of the Ozan forma
tion for the community of Janis which was formerly two miles west
of the Oklahoma-Arkansas state line and 0.9 miles west of the ex
posure (Pig. 3)*

Cythereis bicomis marks the top of the Browns

town and Cythereis plummeri marks the base of the Janis member in
McCurtain County.

Another species, Cythereis pidgeoni, occurs

just below the Janis member in McCurtain County and just above the
Gober in s a m p l e d north of Roxton, Lamar County.
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Fig. 3— Type locality of the Janis member.
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CORRELATION PROBLEMS
A number of previous correlations have been made between the
Austin group of central Texas and its equivalents in northeast Texas
and Arkansas, but this study indicates that several refinements and
revisions are necessary.

These correlations are discussed in the

following pages.
The Lake Crockett member was originally described as consisting
of the basal Fish-bed conglomerate and the clay beneath the Ector.
To the west of the type locality, the clay becomes calcareous and
merges with the Ector while to the east, it becomes arenaceous and
merges with the basal Tokio sand as shown in Fig.

k.

The Blossom sand can be correlated with the upper sand of the
Tokio formation as shown in Fig.

k and the middle Tokio sand corr

elates with the sand in the middle of the Bonham clay.
Stephenson (1956) correlated the Blossom sand with the top of
the Burditt on the basis of 0. travisana which occurs in both units
and did not think the overlying Brownstown and Gober were repre
sented in central Texas.

Durham (1958), however, found that there

were two lower beds containing 0 . travisana in the type area and
correlated the middle bed, at the base of the Dessau, with the top
of the Blossom sand because the first E. ponderosa occurs at both
horizons*

He also found two oyster beds in the Burditt, the Exo-

gyra laeviuscula and E. tigrina beds, could be traced northward
from the type area into Lower Taylor clay, proving that the Burditt
merged northward with the Lower Taylor clay.

Durham believes that

the Dessau also merges with Lower Taylor clay northward and that
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the contact between the upper chalk member of Dallas and the Lower
Taylor clay corresponds to an unconformity at the base of the Dessau.
Smith (1955) considers the upper chalk member-Lower Taylor clay con
tact transitional in the Dallas area but unconformable to the south.
The author of this paper, however, believes this to be a transition
al contact which occurs at progressively lower horizons from the
Preston anticline southward (Fig. 2).

The transition in Dallas and

Collin counties is supported by McNulty (1955) who found that typical Gober species of foraminifera occurred in the Lower Taylor clay
above the upper chalk member in these counties.

The validity of this

unconformity is also made questionable by the occurrence, in the
upper chalk member, of Alatacythere n. sp. 2 which is restricted to
the Burditt and the occurrence of Monoceratina sp. which is restrict
ed to the Dessau chalk.

From this evidence and the fact that the

first E. ponderosa occurs in the upper chalk member, this author
correlates the upper chalk member with the Dessau clialk and lower
part of the Burditt marl of the Austin area.

As stated previously,

the base of the Dessau can be correlated with the top of the Blossom
on the basis of 0. travisana and E. ponderosa and the occurrence of
Alatacythere n. sp. 2 in the Brownstown (350 feet in well no.,5»
Fig. 2) indicates that a portion of the Burditt is equivalent to a
portion of the Brownstown.
At the type locality near Austin, Texas, the Lower Taylor clay
consists of "brown, unctuous clay" (Shreveport Geol. Soc., 19^9)
containing numerous E. ponderosa and is separated from the upper
Austin or Burditt marl, which it overlies, by phosphate pebbles and

phosphatic molluscs.

Stephenson traced this clay-chalk contact

northward through Waco, Dallas, and into northeast Texas, assuming
that the change in lithology and the presence of phosphate were
evidence of an unconformity which corresponded to that at the type
locality.

Based on this concept, Stephenson explained the relations

Between central Texas and northeast Texas as shown in Fig. 5*

He

also stated that the Brownstown marl and Gober chalk were obviously
younger than the Burditt, since the latter contains 0. travisana
which occurs in the Blossom sand.

The thinning of the Gober chalk

eastward from its type locality was attributed by Stephenson to
truncation and the Lower Taylor-Gober contact was correlated with
phosphatic molluscs at Iocs. 2 and 6 in Red River County where the
Gober is absent.

At loc. 6 the Lower Taylor clay has merged with

Annona chalk which overlies the Brownstown marl.
The top of the Gober contains Delawarella delawarense (Morton)
and D. "delawarense" (of Dane) which Keith Young says are found in
the Burditt marl of central Texas.

These two species are also re

ported by Young from Lower Taylor clay north of the type Austin,
into which Durham has traced Exogyra laeviuscula and E. tigrina.
This indicates that the Lower Taylor clay and Burditt marl are in
part facies equivalents.
The presence of the above-mentioned ammonites in the Gober
chalk is considered by many persons familiar with the geology of
northeast Texas as a basis for correlation of the Goher with the
Burditt and with the Janis member which also contains these two
species.

However, this author has found an oxidized bed at loc. 15
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Pig. 5— Stephenson’s concept of the relations between the Austin group and its equivalents in northeast Texas.
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which contains phosphate pebbles, phosphatic casts of molluscs, and
the following ammonites (identified by Keith Young): Scaphites of.
aricki, Delawarella delawarense (Morton), D. delawarense (Dane) non
Morton, Parapuzosia n. sp., Baculites sp., and Placenticeras (Stantonoceras) guadalupae Hyatt non Roemer.

This bed lies approximate

ly 150 feet above the Gober chalk, is overlain by thin bedded chalks,
and is a distinct marker on electric logs.

Fig. A- is an east-west

electric log cross section in which the Gober chalk is shown pinch
ing out in eastern Hopkins County in well No. 2 and the Janis member,
which has been traced downdip in Fig. 6 , is a very distinct marker
at 2720 feet in the adjacent well No. 3 in Franklin County.

If the

Gober is correlated with the Janis member, the section above and
below the Gober will be approximately 150 feet higher than equiva
lents in the adjacent Franklin County well No. 3.
The presence of the same two ammonites in the oxidized bed at
loc. 15 and in the Janis member strengthens their correlation.
This horizon is correlated with the phosphatic molluscs at the base
of the Annona chalk as shown in Fig. 7 and an unconformity is placed
below it since the interval between this horizon and the top of the
Blossom thins rapidly from the basin into Red River County (Fig. 7 )j
Bowie County (Fig. 4), and over the Sabine uplift (Fig. 6) while the
other intervals remain more or less uniform.

This unconformity can

not be traced far into the basin, as shown in Fig.
to be expected.

but this is

Granite fragments were found in the Janis member

in a well in Bowie County (Normandy-Frankel, E. Powell No. l) and
were correlated with the same type of fragments in Cass County
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{Sohio, Sloan Taylor No. l) where the Janis member was not repre
sented by a distinct electric log marker.
Since the upper chalk member and, in places, the Gober are
transitional into Lower Taylor clay and since some of the fauna
which are considered Austin extend into Lower Taylor clay, this
author believes this transition to represent continual deposition
in the basin while on the shelf areas this interval is missing.
The oxidized phosphate bed within the Lower Taylor clay represents
the unconformity between the Austin and Taylor equivalents of
northeast Texas and can be correlated with the base of the Annona
and Janis member.

This unconformity is correlated with the Austin-

Taylor unconformity in the type area on the basis of ammonites and
the distinct difference in ostracod assemblages above and below it.
The stratigraphic relations between the Austin and Taylor equiva
lents of northeast Texas are illustrated in Fig. 8 and the faunal
relations between central and northeast Texas are shown in Table IY.
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2. Cythereis plummeri
3. Delawarella delawarense
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5. Inoceramus undulatoplicatus
6 . Monoceratina sp.

Bonham

7. Ostrea travisana
8 . Veenia n. sp. 3

Table IY— Eaunal relations between central and northeast Texas

STRUCTURAL EFFECTS ON SEDIMENTATION
The most pronounced effect on sedimentation in northeast Texas
is produced by the Preston anticline which trends northwestsoutheast in Grayson County.

It separates the clastic sequence to

the east from the carbonate sequence to the southwest.

All of the

clastic Austin equivalents of northeast Texas become calcareous
over the Preston anticline and cannot be distinguished from one
another.

Southwest of the Preston anticline, the top of the chalk

becomes progressively lower due to facies change and the middle
part becomes argillaceous and is called the middle marl member.
The calcarenite at the top of the Gober chalk does not extend
westward farther than Bailey, Fannin County which is on the east
flank of the Preston anticline, indicating that the Preston anti
cline acted as a barrier in preventing westward deposition of the
calcarenite.
The Blossom sand, which is normally about twenty-five feet
thick, attains a thickness of 150 feet in two wells (Sam Krasner
et al., Norwood No. 1, Fannin County and Bouse Showalter, Cantrell
No. 1, Delta County) on the east flank of the Preston anticline
and gradually pinches out nearer the axis.
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SUMMARY
The purpose of this study has been to correlate the clastic
sequence of Austin equivalents in northeast Texas with the carbon
ate sequence of the Austin group in central Texas on the basis of
ostracods and certain megafossils.

It was also intended to deter

mine whether an unconformity exists between the Austin and Taylor
equivalents of northeast Texas and if so, at what horizon.

The un

conformity has formerly been placed at the contact between a clay
(Lower Taylor) and a chalk (Gober or upper chalk member) but this
author finds that the contact is transitional, with local excep
tions.

Furthermore, the transition from chalk to clay occurs at

different stratigraphic levels between northeast Texas and Austin.
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SYSTEMATIC PALEONTOLOGY
Phylum ARTHROPODA
Class CRUSTACEA
Order OSTRACODA
Suborder PLATYCOPA Sars, 1866
Family CYTHERELLIDAE Sars, 1866
Genus CYTHERELLA Jones, 18*f9
CYTHERELLA TUBERCULIFERA Alexander
Plate I, Fig. 8
Cytherella tuberculifera ALEXANDER, 1929, P« 52, pi. 2, fig. 3»
ALEXANDER, 193^, P- 212.
3-5.

BROV/N, 1957, p. 7, pi. 1, figs.

BUTLER & JONES, 1957, p. 9, pi. 6, fig. 7.

HOWS &

LAURENCICH, 1958, p. 257*
Diagnosis.— A species of Cytherella characterized by a pro
tuberance at the middle of the posterior margin of the right valve.
Dimensions.— Left valve: length 0.68 mm., height
right valve: length 0.73 mm., height

0,hQ mm.

0»h0 mm.;

Plesiotype no. 5928,

right valve from sample 22.

CYTHERELLA SP.
Plate I, Fig. 7
Description.— Carapace ovate; sexually dimorphous with the
males being smaller and more elongate.
margins evenly rounded.

In the female, the dorsal margin is arched,

ventral margin is straight.

In the male, the dorsal and ventral

margins are more or less parallel.
middle.

Anterior and posterior

Highest and broadest behind the

Right valve overlaps left everywhere but the posterior
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extremity.
Dimensions.-— Female left valve: length 0.80 mm., height 0.48 mm.;
female right valve: length 0.83 nim., height 0.33 mm.;

male left valve:

length 0.62 mm., height 0.32 mm.} male right valve: length 0.63 mm.,
height 0.42 mm.

Figured specimen no. 5929*

Genus CYTHERELLOIDEA Alexander, 1929
CYTHERELLOIDEA AUSTINENSIS Sexton

'

Plate II, Figs. 3, 5
Cytherelloidea austinensis SEXTON, 1951s P« 309, pi* H 7 > figs. 1, 2.
Cytherelloidea tollettensis SEXTON, 1951s P» 812, pi. 117 s figs. 4, 5»
Cytherelloidea pecanana SEXTON, 1951s P» 814, pi. 117» fig. 11.
Cytherelloidea austinensis HOWE & LAURENCICH, 1958 , P* 260.
Cytherelloidea peoanata HO1,® & LAURENCICH, 19585 P* 268.
Cytherelloidea tollettensis HO1®

& LAURENCICH, 1958, p. 271.

Diagnosis.— A species of Cytherelloidea characterized hy two
large posterior nodes in the female and one in the male, a dorsal
ridge joining the upper node, and a short arcuate ridge below the
muscle pit.
Remarks.— Sexton described C_. tollettensis from three weathered
specimens which lack the fine pits which supposedly distinguished it
from C. austinensis and described £, pecanana, which Is the male of
the species, as a new species.
Dimensions.-— Female left valve: length 0.58 mm., height 0.33
mm.; female right valve: length 0*58 mm., height 0.37 mm.; male left
valve: length O .52 mm., height 0,30 mm.; male right valve: length
0.52 mm., height 0,33 mm.; Plesiotypes no. 5930-5933 in above order,
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all from sample 18.

CYTHERELLOIDEA CRAFTI Sexton
Plate II, Fig.

k

Cytherelloidea orafti SEXTON, 1951j P» 815, pi* 117» figs. 7-10*
Cytherelloidea greenensis BROWN, 1957, P* 9, pi. 1, figs* 22, 25,
26, 29.
Cytherelloidea crafti HOWE & LAURENCICH, 1958, p. 262.
Diagnosis.— A species of Cytherelloidea characterized by a
ridge which encircles the muscle pit, with that portion of the
ridge above the pit extending posteriorly

to a node; and in having

a short longitudinal ridge above the ventral rim.
Dimensions.— Female left valve: length 0.60 mm., height 0.55
mm.; female right valve: length O .65 mm., height 0.57 mm.; male
left valve: length O .58 mm., height O .32 mm.; male right valve:
length O .58 mm., height 0.35 mm.

Plesiotypes no. 593^-5937 in above

order, all from sample 18.

CYTHERELLOIDEA OZANANA Sexton
Plate II, Figs, 8, 11
Cytherelloidea ozanana SEXTON, 1951, p. 812, pi. 117, figs. 3, 6.
Cytherelloidea swaini BROWN, 1957, p. 8, pi. 1, figs. 16-19.
Cytherelloidea ozanana HOWE, 1958, p. 267.
Diagnosis.— A species of Cytherelloidea characterized by a
median ridge which turns up, then posteriorly to join a node just
behind the muscle pit.
Dimensions.— Female left valve: length O .57 mm., height 0.28 mm.;
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female right valve: length 0.57

height 0.52 mm.; male left

valve: length 0.^8 mm., height 0.25 J™*; “ale right valve: length
0.^*8 mm., height 0.27 mm.

Plesiotypes no. 5938-59*1-1 in above order,

all from sample 6.

CYTHERELLOIDEA. SPIRALIA Jennings
Plate II, Fig. 13
Cytherelloidea spiralia JENNINGS, 1936, p. ^2, pi. 6, fig. 2.
SCHMIDT, 19*16, p.

k06j pi. 61, fig. 1. SEXTON, 1951, p. 808,

811, pi. 116, fig. 9.

HOWE & LAURENCICH, 1958, p. 270.

Diagnosis.— A species of Cytherelloidea characterized by a
marginal rim which, at the posterodorsal corner, turns anteriorly
below the dorsal rim, passing just above the muscle pit.
Dimensions.— Left valve: length 0.53 mm., height 0.28 mm.;
right valve: length 0.55 mm., height 0.32 mm.

Plesiotypes no.

59*f-2, 59^3 in the above order, both being from sample 18.

Genus MORROWINA Loetterle, 1937
MORROWINA SP.
Plate I, Fig. 1
Diagnosis.— A species of Morrowina characterized by very faint,
longitudinally aligned reticulations.
Description.— Carapace subovate; anterior and posterior bluntly
rounded.

The anterior is faintly rimmed.

end and thickest at the posterior end.

Highest at the anterior

Lateral surface marked by

a subcentral pit and faint reticulations which are more or less lon
gitudinally aligned.

Dimensions.-— Length 0.6$mm., height 0.32 mm.

Figured specimen

no. 5944 from sample 1.

Suborder PODOCOPA Sars, 1866
Family BAIEDIIDAE Sars, 1923
Subfamily BAIRDIINAE Sars, 1923
Genus BAIRDOPPILATA Coryell, Sample, and Jennings, 1935
BAIRDOPPILATA,PONDERA Jennings
Plate I, Fig. 9
Bairdoppilata pondera JENNINGS, 1936, p. 4-5, pi. 6, fig. 9*
1948, p. 408, pi. 61, figs. 21, 22.
figs. 8-12.

SWAM, 1952, p. 71, pi. 8 ,

SKINNER, 1956, p. 183, pi. 1, fig. 4.

p. 10, pi. 3, figs. 4, 7, 8 .
6 , figs. 6a, b.

SCHMIDT,

BROWN, 1957,

BUTLER & JONES, 1957, P . 14, pi.

HOWE & 'LAURENCICH, 1958, P. 81.

Diagnosis.— A species of Bairdoppilata characterized by a
strongly arched dorsum in the left valve and by its size.
Dimensions.— Length 1*12 mm., height 0.72 mm.

Plesiotype no.

5945, right valve from sample 18.

Family CYPRIDAE Baird, 1849
Subfamily PONTOCYPRIDINAE Muller, 1894
Genus ARGILLOECIA Sars, 1866
ARGILLOECIA SP.
Plate I, Fig. 2
Diagnosis.— -A species of Argilloecia characterized by an arched
dorsal margin and acuminate posterior.
Description.— Carapace spindle-shaped; anterior narrowly rounded;
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posterior acuminate.

Dorsal margin broadly arched; ventral margin

straight in the right valve, slightly concave in the left.
behind the middle.

Highest

Right valve overlaps left along all margins.

Vestibule well-developed at the anterior end.
sist of three in a vertical row with two in front.

Muscle scars con
Hinge consists

of a furrow in the right valve for the reception of the dorsal margin
of the left valve.
Dimensions.— Length O.^fO mm., height 0.15 ram*

Figured specimen

no. 59^» left valve from sample 18.

Family CYTHERIDAE Baird, 1850
Subfamily CYTHERIDEINAE Sars, 1925
Genus HAPLOCYTHERIDEA Stephenson, I936
HAPLOCYTHERIDEA EVERETTI (Berry)
Plate I, Figs. 13,

Ik

Cytheridea everetti BERRY, 1925, p. ^86, fig. 9 . ALEXANDER, 1929,
p. 7^f, pi. 5, figs. 9, 10.
Cytheridea globosa ALEXANDER, 1929, P. 75» pl« 5» figs* 17-19*
Cytheridea everetti ALEXANDER, 193^, p. 223*
Haplocytheridea ? globosa HOV/E & LAURENCICH, 1959, p. 352.
Haplocytheridea ? everetti HOV/E & LAURENCICH, 1958, p. 350.
Diagnosis.— A species of Haplocytheridea ? characterized by two
or three rows of coarse pits which are aligned vertically and finer
pits which are irregularly arranged.
Remarks.— The specimens described by Alexander as

Cytheridea

globosa are females of the species.
Dimensions.— Female left valve: length 0.72 mm., height 0.^7 mm.;
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female right valve: length 0.68 mm., height 0.45 mm.; male left valve:
length 0.77 mm»» height 0.48 mm.; male right valve: length 0.77 Hun*>
height 0.45 mm,

Plesiotypes no. 59^7-5950 in ahove order, all from

sample 55*

HAPLOCYTHERIDEA ? GRANGERSNSIS Howe and Iaurencich
Plate I, Pig. 11
Cytheridea perforata ALEXANDER (not R0EMER), 1929, p. 72, pi. 5,
fig. 1, 2.

LOETTERLE, 1937> P* 64, pi. 9* figs* 5&» 6.

Cytheridea sp. aff. C. perforata SWAIN, 1948, p. 209, pi* 1^, fig* 16.
Haplocytheridea ? grangerensis HOWE & LAURENCICH, 1958 j P* 352.
Diagnosis.— A species of Haplocytheridea ? characterized hy
closely spaced pits which become finer toward the margins.
Dimensions.— Female left valve: length 0.55 mm., height 0,57 mm.;
female right valve: length 0.53 mm., height 0.53 mm.; male left valve:
length 0.65 mm., height O .58 mm,; male right valve: length 0,62 mm.,
height O .55 mm.

Plesiotypes no. 5951-595^ in the above order, all

from sample 53*

HAPLOCYTHERIDEA ? INSOLITA Alexander and Alexander
Plate I, Pigs. 10, 12
Cytheridea insolita ALEXANDER & ALEXANDER, 1953, P* 282, figs. 2a, b,
5a, b.

ALEXANDER, 1959, p. 66.

Haplocytheridea ? insolita HOV/E & LAURENCICH, 1958, p. 555.
Diagnosis.— A species of Haplocytheridea ? characterized by the
right valve being larger than the left and containing the sockets and
groove.
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Dimensions.— Left valve: length O .63 mm., height 0.4-0 mm.; right
valve: length O .72 mm., height 0.40 mm.

Plesiotypes no. 5955j 5956 in

the above order, both being from sample 85.

HAPLOCYTHERIDEA ? PLUMMERI (Alexander)
Plate I, Pig. 5
Cytheridea plnmmeri ALEXANDER, 1929* P» 73> pi. 5> figs. 5-8*
ANDER & ALEXANDER, 1933, P. 280, figs. la, b, 4a, b.

ALEX

ALEXANDER,

1939, P. 66.
Haplocytheridea ? plummeri SCHMIDT, 1948, p. 4-25, pi. 62, figs. 2729; text-figure 2f.
not Haplocytheridea ? sp. aff. H. plummeri SWAIN, 1952, p. 79» pi* 8,
fig. 15.
not Cytheridea plummeri SKINNER, 1956, p. 198, pi. 4, figs. 2a-d.
Cytheridea (Haplocytheridea) plummeri BROWN, 1957 > P* 18, pi. 2,
figs. 9-11.
Haplocytheridea ? plummeri BUTLER & JONES, 1957, P« 16, pi. 4, fig. 9.
HOWE & LAURENCICH, 1958, p. 256.
Diagnosis.— A species of Haplocytheridea ? characterized by ver
tical rows of pits which become coarser at the center.
Dimensions.— Female left valve: length 0.43 mm., height 0.27 mm.;
female right valve: length 0.4-1 mm., height 0.23 mm.; male left valve:
length 0.4-7 mm., height 0.27 mm.; male right valve: length 0.45 mm.,
height 0.24 mm.
from sample 55*

Plesiotypes no, 5957-5960 in the above order, all

Genus ASCIOCYTHEHE Swain, 1952
ASCIOCYTHERE N. SP. 1
Plate I, Pigs, if, 6
Diagnosis.— A species of Asciocythere characterized by uniformly
spaced pits.
Description.— Carapace ovate in side view and lenticular in dor
sal and ventral views.

Anterior broadly rounded; posterior subacutely

rounded with the left valve more narrowly rounded.

Dorsal and ventral

margins convex in the left valve and almost parallel in the right.
Highest at the middle in the left valve and at the anterior end of the
hinge line in the right.

Left valve overlaps more along dorsal and

ventral margins than at the ends.
females.

Males are more elongate than the

Surface marked by faint, uniformly spaced pits.

Marginal area broad with the inner margin being thick and form
ing a shelf.

Radial pore canals long and extremely numerous; normal

pore canals prominent.

Muscle scars consist of four in a vertical

row with a U-shaped scar in front.

Hinge of the left valve has long,

crenulate, terminal sockets separated by a faintly crenulate groove
above which there is an accommodation groove.
Dimensions.— Female left valve: length 0.50 mm., height 0.55
mm.; female right valve: length 0.^5 mm., height 0.27 mm.; male left
valve: length O .58 mm., height 0.37 mm.; male right valve: length
0.57 mm., height 0.30 mm.

Holotype no. 5961, female left valve;

paratypes no. 5962-596^- in above order beginning with female right
valve; all from sample 19*
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Genus KRITHE Brady, Crosskey, and Robertson, 187^
KRITHE CUSHMANI Alexander
Plate I, Pig. 3
Krithe cushmani ALEXANDER, 1929, P» 67, pi.
ALEXANDER, 1939, p. 66.
48-5*+.

figs. 9, H .

BONNEMA, 19^0, p. 118, pi. 2, figs.

ALBRITTON, 19^1, p.

b-9, 59-

BOLD, 19^ , p. 77, pl.

fig. 18.
Krithe postpro.jecta SCHMIDT, 19^, P. ^ 9 , Pl» 61, fig. 8, text-fig.
2d.

? SWAIN, 1952, p. 87, pl. 9, fig. 11.

HOWE & LAURENCICH,

1958, P. 377.
Krithe cushmani HOWE & LAURENCICH, 1958, p. 377.
Diagnosis.— A species of Krithe characterized by an indented
posterior.
Remarks.— K. cushmani Alexander is the female of the species
described by Schmidt as K. postpro.jecta which is the male.
Dimensions.— Femalet length 0.55 mm., height 0.27 mm.; male:
length 0.60 mm., height 0.27 mm.

Plesiotype no. 5965, male left

valve; plesiotype no. 5966, female right valve; both from sample 20.

Subfamily CYTHERINAE Dana, 1853
Genus,CYTHERE Muller, 1785
"CYTHERE" N. SP. 1
Plate III, Pig. 15
Diagnosis.— A species of "Cythere11 characterized by semiconcentrical rows of short, blunt spines which parallel all but the dorsal
margin.
Description.— Carapace ovate; anterior and posterior margins

^0

obliquely rounded but higher anteriorly.
straight.

Dorsal and ventral margins

Highest at the middle where the ventrally distended car

apace overhangs the ventral margin.

Surface marked by semiconcentri-

cal rows of short, blunt spines which parallel all but the dorsal
margin and become coarser toward the margins.
Vestibule better developed anteriorly.
straight and widely spaced.

Radial pore canals

Muscle scars consist of a vertical row

of four with one obliquely aligned scar in front.

Hinge of the right

valve has crenulate terminal teeth separated by a crenulate groove.
Remarks.— This species differs from "C." semiconcentrica in
having spines rather than ridges covering the surface.
Dimensions.— Length 0.^5 mm., height 0.30 mm.

Holotype no.

5967> leff valve from sample 18.

Subfamily CYTHERURINAE Muller, 189^
Genus CYTHEROPTERON Sars, 1866
CYTHEROPTERON FURCALATUM Alexander
Plate III, Fig. 12
Cytheropteron (Cytheropteron) furcalatum ALEXANDER, 1953, P» 19^» pl«
27, figs. 7a, b.
Cytheropteron furcalatum-.ALEXANDER, 1939» P- 66.

HOWE & LAURENCICH,

1958, p. 300.
Diagnosis.— A species of Cytheropteron characterized by a retic
ulate surface, two ventral spines, and a long caudal process.
Dimensions.— Length 0.*f8 mm., height 0.23 nun*
5968, right valve from sample 15.

Plesiotype no.

CYTHEROPTERON N. SP. 1
Plate IV, Pig. 2
Diagnosis.— -A species of Cytheropteron characterized by a blunt
ventral ala from which two pitted furrows extend dorsally.
Description.— -Carapace ovate; anterior and posterior acutely
rounded; dorsal and ventral margins convex.

Highest at the middle.

A blunt ala projects laterally from the center of the ventral margin,
which it slightly overhangs, and is truncate behind.

Two deeply pitt

ed furrows extend dorsally from the ala with the less pronounced rows
of pits on either side.

Paint ridges extend from the posterior of the

ala toward the posterior margin.
Marginal area regular and having a vestibule.
few and widely spaced.

Radial pore canals

Hinge antimerodont.

Remarks.— This species differs from C_. fossatum Skinner in having
a blunt rather than a rounded ala and fewer furrows which extend fur
ther ventrally.
Dimensions.— Length 0.30 mm., height 0.20 mm.

Holotype no. 5969,

left valve from sample 18.
CYTHEROPTERON N. SP. 2
Plate IV, Pig. 11
Diagnosis.— A species of Cytheropteron characterized by vertical
rows of fine pits and a long posteroventrally directed ala.
Description.— Carapace subovate; anterior obliquely rounded; pos
terior compressed with a short caudal process.

Highest at the middle.

A long posteroventrally directed ala with median furrow rises below
the middle.

Vertical rows of fine pits cover the surface.

k2

Marginal area regular and lacking a vestibule.

Hinge of the

right valve has crenulate terminal teeth and intervening crenulate
groove.
Remarks.— This species differs from

C, harrisi Skinner in lack

ing the spine below the ala and in having the rows of fine pits.
Dimensions.— Length O.JO mm., height 0.17 mm.

Holotype no.

5970, right valve from sample 81.

Genus EUCYTHERURA Muller, 189^
EUCYTHERURA QUADRITUBERCULATA Skinner
Plate III, Pig. 2
Euc.ytherura quadrituberculata SKINNER, 195^» p. 202, pl, ^f, fig. 11.
HOWE & LAURENCICH, 1958 > P. 539Diagnosis.— A species of Eucytherura characterized by prominent
eye-spot, muscle swelling, posterocardinal node, and subalate ventral
protuberance.
Dimensions.— Length 0.22 mm., height 0,12 ram.

Plesiotype no.

5971> left valve from sample 81.

EUCYTHERURA N. SP. 1
Plate IV, Pig. 5
Diagnosis.— A species of Eucytherura characterized by finely re
ticulate surface, a subalate ventral protuberance below and behind
the middle, and a narrow ridge extending beneath it from the anterior
margin.
Description.— Carapace rectangular; anterior bluntly rounded and
having short, pointed denticulations; posterior compressed with a
short caudal process above the middle.

Highest at a distinct glassy

^5
eye-spot.

Surface marked by fine reticulations, a dorsal protuberance

below and behind the middle of the dorsal margin.

Near the ventral

margin a similar but subalate protuberance is present and beneath it
a narrow, curved ridge extends to the anterior margin.
broad sulcus behind the small muscle swelling.

There is a

A row of three or four

small, sharp spines line the dorsal margin and there is a small node
in front of the ventral protuberance.

In dorsal or ventral view, the

sides are medially constricted and the ends compressed.

Both surfaces

are reticulate and the ventral is longitudinally ribbed.
Marginal area broad and having an anterior vestibule.

Hinge of

right valve has smooth terminal teeth and a crenulate groove between.
Remarks.— This species differs from E. quadrituberculata Skinner
in having smaller protuberances, eye-spot, and muscle swelling and in
having the curved ridge extending from the anterior margin to a point
below the ventral protuberance and differs from the Midway E. latebrosa Weingeist in having a less pointed posterior and having a
different alar protuberance.
Dimensions.— Length 0.27 mm.> height 0.17 mm.

Holotype no. 5972,

left valve from sample 18.

EUCYTHEHURA N. SP. 2
Plate IV, Pig. 8
Diagnosis.— A species of Eucytherura characterized by a ventral
keel and median ridge which converge anteriorly.
Description.— Carapace rectangular; anterior obliquely rounded;
posterior compressed and angulate above the middle.
small glassy eye-spot.

Highest above a

A median ridge joins a subalate ventral keel

l+k

just below the middle near the anterior margin.

The posterior end of

the keel is truncate to produce a sharp corner, beneath which there
is a short blade-like process.

Surface marked by minute pits and a

broad median sulcus.
Marginal area regular and lacking a vestibule.
pore canals obscure.

Muscle scars and

Hinge of the right valve has smooth terminal

teeth separated by a faintly crenulate groove.
Remarks.— This species differs from E. simplex Teen in lacking
ridges between the posterior cardinal angle and the point of the keel
and between the eye-spot and a distinct muscle swelling.
Dimensions.— Length 0.32 mm., height 0.18 mm.

Holotype no. 5973,

right valve from sample 18.

Genus ORTHONOTACYTHERE Alexander, 1953
ORTHONOTACYTHERE HANNAI (israelsky)
Plate III, Pig. lif
Cytheridea ? hannai ISRAELSKY, 1929, p. 12, pl. 2A, figs. 10a, b.
Cytheropteron hannai ALEXANDER, 1929, p. 105, pl. 9, fig. 16.
Orthonotacythere hannai ALEXANDER, 1933, P. 200, pl. 25, figs. la-c;
pl. 26, figs. 6a, b; pl. 27, figs. 14a, b.

ALEXANDER, 193^, p.

65.
Cytheridea ? hannai ISRAELSKY, 1935, P. **82, pl. 2A, figs. 10a, b.
Orthonotacythere hannai var. ALEXANDER, 1939, P. 660.
p. 202, pl. if, figs. 9a, b.
fig. 2.

SKINNER, 1956,

BUTLER & JONES, 1957, P* 21, pl. if,

HOWE & LAURENCICH, 1958, p. if37.

Diagnosis.— A species of Orthonotacythere characterized by a
large glassy eye-spot and about seven nodes.
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Dimensions.— Length 0.55 mm., height 0.55 mm.

Plesiotype no.

5974, right valve from sample 75*

ORTHONOTACYTHERE SCROBICULATA Alexander
Plate III, Pig. 1
Orthonotacythere sorohioulata ALEXANDER, 1934, P* 66, pl. 8, fig. 2,
8.

HOWE, 1958, p. 440.

Diagnosis.— A species of Orthonotacythere characterized by a re
ticulate surface, median sulcus, four nodes along the ventral margin,
and one on either side of the sulcus above the middle.
Dimensions.— Length 0.58 mm., height 0.25 mm*

Plesiotype no.

5975) left valve from sample 11.

n e w genus

Diagnosis.— A genus of the subfamily Cytherurinae characterized
by scattered reticulations, a prominent muscle node .surrounded by -a
depression, and several transverse and longitudinal ridges, the most
prominent of which parallels most of the margin.
Description.— Carapace subquadrate with an angulate posterior.
Sexually dimorphous with the males being longer.

Surface marked by

a ridge which parallels most of the margin and from the inner side
of which several shorter ridges branch, several transverse ridges
near the posterior end which may be connected by cross-ribs, a prom
inent muscle node surrounded by a depression, and scattered reticu- lations.
Marginal area regular and having a vestibule.
nals few, straight, and widely spaced.
prominent along the ridges.

Radial pore ca

Normal pore canals few but

Muscle scarB consist of a vertical row”

us
of five, with the lower scar separated from the others by a gap,
and an upper erescent-shaped and lower ovate scar in front of the
row.

Hinge antimerodont.
Remarks.— This genus differs from Otocythere Triebel in being

smaller, having a submarginal ridge paralleling most of the margin
instead of a swelling below and in front of the muscle node, and in
having a small rounded tooth at the ends of the hinge rather than
an elongate tooth.

It differs from Aphelooythere Triebel in having

the submarginal ridge, large muscle node, and small rounded terminal
teeth in the hinge.

GENOTYPE
Plate II, Figs. 9* 10, 15
Diagnosis.— A sexually dimorphous species of the new genus
characterized by a ridge paralleling all margins but the anterior
one-half of the dorsal; a second ridge parallels this one on the an
terior and ventral, margins; a distinct muscle node lies above and in
front of the center, behind which is a median sulcus and generally
three short vertical ribs.
Description.— Carapace subquadrate in side view; dorsally and
ventrally ovate with extremely compressed ends and a slight anterior
rim.

Sexually dimorphous with the males being longer.

Left valve

slightly overlaps the right at both ends of the hinge line.

A ridge

parallels the margins from the dorsal end of a sulcus, which is
slightly in front of the middle, to the anterior cardinal angle.

It

overhangs the ventral and projects above the dorsal margin and masks
a very tiny eye-spot.

Another ridge branches from the inside of the

first as it turns the anteroventral c o m e r and parallels it along
the ventral margin.

A third ridge branches above the second and

joins a high muscle node which is just in front of the sulcus.

The

sulcus is continuous with a depression above and in front of the
muscle node.

There are usually three transverse ridges behind the

sulcus and may or may not be connected by reticulations.

Scattered

reticulations sometimes border the other ridges.
Marginal area regular and having a vestibule.
nals straight and widely spaced.
inent along the ridges.

Radial pore ca

Normal pore canals few but prom

Muscle scars consist of a vertical row of

five, with the lower scar separated from the others by a gap, and an
upper crescent-shaped and lower ovate scar in front of the row.
Hinge antimerodont.
• Dimensions.— Female: length 0.30 mm., height 0.17 mm.j male:
length 0.35

height 0.17 mm.

Holotype no. 5976, male right

valve from sample 11; paratypes no. 5977, female left valve, and no.
5978, complete male carapace from sample 51*
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Subfamily BYTHOCYTHERINAE Sars, 1926
Genus MONOCERATINA Roth, 1928
MONOCERATINA PEDATA (Marsson)
Plate III, Pig. 18
Cythere pedata MARSSON, 1880, p. 46, pl. 3, figs. a-c.
Cytheropteron pedatum JONES & HINDE, I890, p. 38, pl. 4, figs. 33-35.
Cytherura spooneri ISRAELSKY, 1929, p. 6, pl. 4a, fig. 7.
Monooeratina pedata ALEXANDER, 1935, P. 203, pl. 27, figs. 15a, b.
ALEXANDER, 1934, p. 60.

BONNEMA, 1941, p. 29, pl. 6, figs. 27-

30.

BOLD, 1946, p. 116, pl. 14, fig. 8.

pl. 61, fig. 10.

SCHMIDT, 1948, p. 4ll,

BUTLER & JONES, 1957» P. 24, pl. 4, fig. 3.

HOWE & LAURENCICH, 1958, p. 4l6.
Diagnosis.— A species of Monoceratina characterized "by a punc
tate surface, long conical spine, and tapering caudal process.
Dimensions.— Length O .67 nun., height 0.32 mm.

Plesiotype no.

5979> right valve from sample 18.

MONOCERATINA PROTHROENSIS Butler and Jones
Plate III, Fig. 11
Monoceratina prothroensis BUTLER & JONES, 1957* P« 22, pl. 4, figs.
la-d.

HOWE

& LAURENCICH, 1958, p. 417.

Diagnosis.— A species of Monoceratina characterized by rows of
small spines along the dorsal margin and below a long conical spine.
Dimensions.— Length 0.65 mm., height 0.30 mm.

Plesiotype no.

5980", right valve from sample 18.

MONOCERATINA SP.
Plate III, Fig. 10
Diagnosis.— A species of Monoceratina characterized by dorsal
and ventral ridges which connect with a vertical welt just anterior
to a median sulcus and a long conical spine to which the ventral
ridge is connected.
Description.— Carapace elongate subquadrate.

Anterior rimmed

and truncate; posterior compressed and having a caudal process at
the dorsal margin.

Surface marked by centrodorsal and centroventral

ridges, the dorsal being slightly longer and the ventral connected

to a long conical spine below a median sulcus.

Both dorsal and ven

tral ridges blend with a broad vertical welt which lies just in front
of the sulcus.
Hinge of the left valve consists of a long bar which fits in a
groove of the right valve.
Dimensions.— Length 0.53 nun., height 0.25

Figured specimen

no. 5901*

Subfamily BRACHYCYTHERINAE Puri, 1953
Genus BRACHYCYTHERE ‘Alexander, 1933
BRACHYCYTHERE SPHENOIDES (Reuss)
Plate IV, Pig. 7
Cythere sphenoides RECSS, 1854, p. l4l, pl. 27, figs. 2a-c.
Cytheropteron sphenoides JONES & HINDE, 1890, p. 33» Pl* 1, figs. 18-

.
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Cytheropteron sp. B, ISRAELSKY, 1929, p. 8 , pl. 1A, figs. 2a-c.
Cythere sphenoides ALEXANDER, 1933, P. 205, pl. 25, figs. 3a-c; pl.
26, figs. 7a, b; pl. 27, fig. 19.
figs. la, b.

CALAHAN, 1939, p. 4l, pl. 5, figs. 5a-c.

1952, p. 80, pl. 8 , figs. 42, 43.
fig. 16.

LOETTERLE, 1957, p. 55, pl. 9,
SWAIN,

BROWN, 1957, p. 11, pl. 4,

BUTLER & JONES, 1957, p. 27, pl. 3, fig. 1.

HOWE &

LAURENCICH, 1958, p. 91.
Diagnosis.— A species of Brachycythere characterized by a round
ed, subalate keel which generally overhangs the ventral margin.
Dimensions.— Left valve: length 0.75 mm., height 0.50 mm.; right
valve: length O .75 mm,, height 0.45 ®m.
in above order, both from sample 15.

Plesiotypes no. 5982, 5983
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BRAC ELYCYTHERE TAYLOREN SIS (Alexander)
Plate IV, Pig. l*f
Cythere taylorensia ALEXANDER, 1929» P« 82, pl. 7» figs. 5»
Braohyoythere taylorensis ALEXANDER, 1959» P* 66.

HOWE & LAURENCICH

1958, p . 92.
Diagnosis.— A species of Braohyoythere characterized by a row
of pits along a rounded keel which separates the flattened ventral
surface from the lateral surface and a row of pits on either side of
the keel.
Description.— Carapace laterally subovate; dorsally and ventrally ovate with compressed ends and spade-shaped in end view.

Anterior

obliquely rounded; posterior denticulate, rounded below the middle
and obliquely truncate above.
le.

Ventral margin inturned near the midd

Highest behind a small glassy eye-spot.

right along all but the posterior margin.

Left valve overlaps

An elongate depression ex

tends from below the eye-spot toward the dorsal margin.

Central area

swollen and pitted in the center by the enlarged openings of normal
pore canals.

A rounded keel separates the flattened ventral surface

from the lateral surface.

The keel bears a row of pits, has a row

of pits below it, and another above in an irregular furrow.
tral surface bears a longitudinal ridge in each valve.

The ven

A row of ob

scure nodes extends from the posterior end of the keel to the pos
terior margin.
Marginal area wide anteriorly and lacking a vestibule.

Radial

pore canals long, numerous, bulbous, and interspersed with pseudoradial canals.

Normal pore canals prominent.

Hinge hemiamphidont
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with a faint accomodation groove above the hinge bar of the left
valve.
Dimensions.— Right valve: length 0.70 mm., height 0.42 mm.;
left valve: length 0.75 nun., height 0.48 mm.

Plesiotypes no. 598^ j

5985 in the above order, both from sample 55•

BRACHYCYTHERE N. SP. 1
Plate IV, Pig. 10
Diagnosis.— -A species of Braohyoythere characterized by a broad
furrow above the ventral keel and a narrow groove extending from the
eye-spot to the ventral margin and paralleling the anterior margin.
Description.— Carapace subpyriform; anterior obliquely rounded;
posterior angulate near the middle, being faintly concave above and
rounded below the middle.
more elongate.
vex.

Sexually dimorphous with the males being

Dorsal margin straight; ventral margin broadly con

Left valve slightly overlaps the right along dorsal and ventral

margins.

Highest near a. small glassy eye-spot.

Inflated ventrally

to form a slight ventral keel above which is a broad shallow groove.
A narrow groove, paralleling the anterior margin, extends from be
neath the eye-spot to the ventral margin.

Central area marked by

widely spaced pits.
Marginal area regular and lacking a vestibule.

Radial pore ca

nals straight, non-bulbous, and more numerous near the ventral margin.
Muscle scars consist of a vertical row of four scars in which the
upper is L-shaped, the next two are adjacent oval scars, and the low
er scar is an elongate oval.

In front of this row is an L-shaped

scar and a lower ovate scar.

Hinge hemiamphidont.
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Remarks.— This species differs from B. ? n. sp. 3 in being less
inflated ventrally, lacking the coarse pits in the central area, and
in having the broad furrow above the slight keel.
Dimensions.— Female: length 0.70 mm., height 0.^-7 mm*? male:
length 0 .7 7 mm., height O .Vf

Holotype no. 5986, male left valve;

paratype no. 598?» male right valve; paratype no. 5988, female left
valve; paratype no. 5989» female right valve; all from sample 15»

BRACHYCYTHERE N. SP. 2
Plate IV, Pig. 13
Diagnosis.— A subpyriform species of Bracbycythere character
ized by a deep longitudinal furrow just below the middle of the
coarsely pitted central area and by a narrow groove which parallels
the anterior margin and separates the compressed anterior from the
tumid central area.
Description.— Carapace subpyriform; anterior compressed and
evenly rounded; posterior compressed and angulate at the middle.
Dorsal outline arched just behind a small glassy eye-spot; ventral
margin slightly inturned from the middle to the anterior end.
valve overlaps the right along all margins.

Left

A deep, pitted, longi

tudinal furrow lies just below the center and just above a slight
keel which bears a row of pits and is furrowed in the posterior
half.

A narrow groove, paralleling the anterior margin, extends

from a depression just behind the eye-spot to the anterior end of
the furrow and separates the flattened anterior from the inflated
central area.

Both the inflated lateral surface and the flattened

ventral surface are covered with pits which represent the openings
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of normal pore canals.

Those on the ventral surface are arranged

in three or four longitudinal rows.
Marginal area widest anteriorly with numerous radial canals
which are bulhous near the outer margin, straight and widely spaced.
Normal pore canals represented by coarse pits.

Hinge hemiamphidont

with a strong accommodation groove above the hinge bar in the an
terior half of the left valve.
Remarks.— This species differs from B. rhomboidalis in having
a groove separating the flattened anterior from the inflated central
area, being more coarsely pitted, and lacking the well-developed
keel.
Dimensions.— Length 1.00 mm., height O .63 mm,

Holotype no.

3990, left valve from sample 10.

BRACHYCYTHERE ? N. SP. 3
Plate IY, Pig. 12
Diagnosis.— A species of Braohyoythere ? characterized by being
extremely tumid, having coarse pits in the central area, and a
shallow groove separating the tumid central area from the flattened
anterior.
Description.— Carapace ovate in side view; subovate with com
pressed ends in dorsal view; and spade-shaped in posterior view.
Highest above the eye-spot,

A narrow groove, which begins at a de

pression behind the small glassy eye-spot, parallels the anterior
margin and separates the flattened anterior from the tumid central
area.

Closely spaced, coarse pits cover the central area.

Marginal area lacking a vestibule and characterized in the

the right valve, by the development of a very distinct selvage which
is continuous along anterior, ventral, and posterior margins and
which is most strongly developed in the posterior half of the ventral
margin.

Selvage is bordered on the outside by a wide flange groove

and is separated from the rather inconspicuous list by a narrow sel
vage groove.

Corresponding features are scarcely recognizable in the

marginal area of the left valve.

Radial pore canals straight, non-

bulbous, and more numerous below the middle.

Pseudoradial pore ca

nals produced near the anteroventral margin.

Normal pore canals

prominent in the tumid central area.

Hinge of right valve has a

dorsally triangular anterior tooth with a round knob at the apex and
postjacent socket separated from a faintly crenulate, triangular,
posterior tooth by a groove.

Left valve has an accommodation groove

above the median bar.
Remarks.— This species differs from B. n. sp. 1 in being much
more inflated, having coarse pits in the central area, and lacking
the broad furrow below the middle.
Dimensions.— Length 0.73 mm., height 0,48 mm.

Holotype no.

5991, left valve from sample 85.

BRACHYCYTHERE N. SP. 4
Plate IV, Pig. 3
Diagnosis.— A species of Brachycythere characterized by a tri
angular ala.
Description.— Carapace laterally subtriangular; dorsally and
ventrally diamond-shaped with compressed ends, and spade-shaped in
end view.

Anterior margin faintly denticulate; ventral margin
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slightly inturned in front of the middle,
along all margins.

left valve overlaps right

Highest above an arcuate depression

just behind a small glassy eye-spot.

which lies

A triangular ala, with thick

ened apex from which a shallow groove extends anteriorly, separates
the flattened ventral surface from the lateral surface.
surface longitudinally ribbed.

Ventral

A small node lies midway between

posterior extremity and posterodorsal comer.
Marginal area regular and lacking a vestibule.
nals long, thread-like, and evenly spaced.

Radial pore ca

Muscle scars indistinct.

Adductor scars in a vertical row in which some are divided and in
front of which is a large V-shaped scar.

Hinge hemiamphidont.

An

accommodation groove above the hinge bar of the left valve is en
larged anteriorly.
Remarks.— This species differs from B. sphenoides in having a
triangular ala rather than a rounded keel.
Dimensions.— Left valve: length 0.70 mm., height 0.%2 mm.;
right valve: length 0.70 mm., height 0.38 mm.

Holotype no. 5991,

right valve from sample 68.

BRACHYCYTHERE N. SP. 5
Plate IV, Pigs. 4, 6
Diagnosis.— A species of Brachyc.ythere characterized by its
subtriangular shape in lateral view and the nearly smooth lateral
and ventral surfaces which are separated by a faint ridge.
Description.— Carapace laterally subtriangular; dorsally and
ventrally ovate with compressed ends; and, in end view, forming an
almost equilateral triangle.

Posterior slightly turned down and
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angulate at the ventral margin.

Dorsal outline arched just behind

a small glassy eye-spot; ventral margin intumed in front of the
middle.

Left valve overlaps right along all but the acuminate pos

terior margin.

There are variations in the surface ornamentation

from smooth to a surface with a faint central ridge which extends
almost vertically from a point near the dorsal margin to the center
where it turns obliquely adanterior to a slight keel at the angula
tion between the ventral and lateral surfaces.

Behind this ridge

is a shorter ridge paralleling the oblique portion and a row of
three shallow pits extending from the center of the shorter ridge to
the posterior end of the keel.
Marginal area narrow and lacking a vestibule.

Radial pore ca

nals slightly sigmoid, non-bulbous, widely spaced, and more numerous
below the middle.

Pseudoradial pore canals few and bending dorsally

above the middle.

Normal pore canals prominent in the most inflated

portion.

Muscle scars consist of a vertical row of four; an■upper

crescent-shaped scar, two small
scar.

adjacent scars, and a lower elongate

In front of the row is a crescent-shaped scar with a small

round scar beneath.

Hinge hemiamphidont with an accommodation

groove above the hinge bar of the left valve.
Remarks.— This species differs from B. ledaforma (israelsky) in
having a smooth ventral surface rather than rows of pits.
Dimensions.— Length 0.65 mm., height 0*57
left valve from sample 68; paratype no.
sample 13.

Holotype no*

5$9k, right valve from
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BRACHYCYTHERE N. SP. 6
Plate I?, Pig. 1
Diagnosis.— A species of Braohyoythere characterized by a sub
alate keel and almost parallel dorsal and ventral margins.
Description.-^Carapace laterally subovate; dorsally and ventrallyovate with compressed ends, and spade-shaped in end view.
Anterior obliquely rounded; posterior denticulate, convex below a
subangulation and concave above it.
front of the middle.

Ventral margin intumed in

Highest behind a small glassy eye-spot.

valve overlaps the right along the dorsal margin.

Left

A subalate keel,

separating the lateral surface from the ventral surface, is truncate
posteriorly and bears a row of pits.

The upper part of the keel

forms a shelf-like projection above which there is an elongate de
pression with a row of pits.

The central area has widely spaced

pits and several obscure nodes are aligned between the posterior end
of the keel and the posterior margin.

There is a crescent-shaped
i

depression below and behind the eye-spot.

Each valve has two longi

tudinal ridges on the flattened ventral surface.
Marginal area regular and lacking a vestibule.

Radial pore ca

nals straight, numerous, and bulbous near the outer margin.

Hinge

hemiamphidont.
Remarks.— This species fits the description of B. jerseyensis
Jennings which Swain placed in synonomy with B. rhomboidalis (Berry).
It differs from B. rhomboidalis in having a more elongate carapace
and a more pronounced keel which is truncate posteriorly.
Dimensions«— Length 0.70 mm., height 0.37
right valve from sample 55.

Holotype no. 599^»
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BRACHYCYTHERE N. SP. 7
Plate IV, Fig. 9
Diagnosis.— A species of Braohyoythere characterized by
coarse pits arranged in longitudinal rows on the ventral surface
and which diverge from a point below and in front of the center on
the lateral surface.
Description.— Carapace laterally subtrapezoidal; dorsally and
ventrally ovate with compressed ends, and spade-shaped in end view.
Posterior turned down and angulate at the ventral margin.
margin inturned in front of the middle.
right along all margins.

Ventral

Left valve overlapes the

Behind the small, glassy eye-spot is a

depression which is connected to a curved furrow which separates
the compressed anterior from the swollen central area.

The broad

ventral surface has three to five longitudinal rows of pits sepa
rated by ridges.

Lateral surface also bears rows of pits which

tend to curve around the muscle area and fan out behind.
Marginal area broad anteriorly and lacking a vestibule.

There

is a short flange furrow and selvage behind the intumed ventral
margin of the left valve.

Radial pore canals long, numerous, and

bulbous near the outer margin.

Pseudoradial canals are less numer

ous and both are dorsally directed above the middle.
canals very numerous.

Normal pore

Hinge hemiamphidont with an accommodation

groove above the hinge bar of the left valve.
Remarks.— This species differs from B. ledaforma (israelsky)
in having coarse pits arranged in rows forming a fan-like pattern
and differs from B. foraminosa Alexander, of the Midway, in lacking

the sharp, subalate edge formed by the junction of the lateral and
ventral surfaces and lacking the denticulations along the anterior
margin.
Dimensions.— Length O .65 mm., height O .38 mm.

Holotype no.

5995> right valve from sample 51*
Genus ALATACYTHERE Murray and Hussey, 19^2
ALATACYTHERE PONDEROSANA (israelsky)
Plate II, Fig. 2
Cytheropteron ponderosana ISRAELSKY, 1929) P* 9» Pl* 2A, figs. la-c
C.ythereis thomasi ISRAELSKY, nom, nov., in ALEXANDER, 1933) P* 211,
pl. 25, figs. 16a, b.

CALAHAN, 1939) P* ^1» Pl. 3) fig* 3*

ALEXANDER, 1939) p. 66.
Pterygocythereis thomasi HILL, 195H, P* 816, pl. 98» figs. 5a--c; pl
99» figs. 2a-c.
Alatacythere ponderosana BUTLER & JONES, 1957) P* 29, pl. 2, figs.
4a-c.

HOWE & LAURENCICH, 1958, p.

k2.

Diagnosis.— A species of Alatacythere characterized by an arch
ed ridge in the center of the dorsal margin.
. Dimensions.— Length 0.73 mm., height 0.^2 mm.

Plesiotype no.

5996, left valve from sample 86.
ALATACYTHERE TOKIANA (israelsky)
Plate II, Fig. 1
Cytheropteron tokiana ISRAELSKY, 1929) P* 9) pl* 1A, figs. 8,

b

ISRAELSKY, 1935) P* ^79, Pl. 1A, figs. 8, 9a, b.
? Uythereis tokiana LOETTERLE, 1937) P* 55) Pl* 9) figs. ^fa, b.
not Cythereis (Pterigocythereis) tokiana BOLD,

i y k 6 f p. 100, pl. 6,
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fig. 9.
? Pterygocythereis cf. P. tokiana SWAIN, 1952, p. 85, pl. 9» figs.
1-3.
Pterygocythereis tokiana HILL, 195^» P. 817*
Alatacythere tokiana HOWE & LAURENCICH, 1958» P* ^5*
Diagnosis.— A species of Alatacythere characterized hy its subrectangular shape and a blade-like ridge along the central part of
the dorsal margin.
Dimensions.— Length 0.83 mm., height 0.^3 mm.

Plesiotype no.

5997» left valve from sample 8.

ALATACYTHERE ? N. SP. 1
Plate III, Pig. 13
Diagnosis.— A species of Alatacythere ? characterized by later
ally compressed valves and a ventral row of spines rather than an ala.
Description.— Carapace subtriangular in lateral view; dorsally
'I
and ventrally triangular with compressed ends. Anterior rimmed, den
ticulate below the middle, and frilled above.
the middle, rimmed and denticulate.
spot over which the frill extends.

Posterior angulate at

Highest at a large, glassy eyeOne or two spines near the center

of the hinge line and another at the posterior end of it, extend
above the dorsal margin.

Arow of spines above the ventral margin be

come longer posteriorly and a sharp ridge below this row terminates
in a rectangular blade beneath the largest spine.

There are gener

ally two short spines above the largest spine in the ventral row.
Marginal area regular and lacking a vestibule.
doradial pore canals straight and widely spaced.

Radial and pseu-

Muscle scars con
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sist of a vertical row of four in front of which is an upper V-shaped
scar and a lower round scar.

Hinge paramphidont.

Remarks.— Since Alatacythere has a hemiamphidont hinge, this
species is questionably assigned to that genus.
Dimensions.— Length 0,58 mm.» height 0,32 mm,

Holotype no,

5998, right valve from sample 20,

ALATACYTHERE N. SP. 2
Plate II, Pigs. 14, 16
Diagnosis.— A species of Alatacythere characterized by a more
or less flat lateral surface separated from the flat ventral surface
by a narrow keel and by a centrodorsal ridge which projects above
the dorsal margin where it ends in either a short spine or sharp
angulation.
Description.— Carapace laterally subrectangular; dorsally and
ventrally fusiform with compressed ends; and shaped like a milk
bottle in end view.

Anterior margin broadly rounded, denticulate,

and having a slight rim; posterior slightly rimmed, rounded below
the middle where it is denticulate, and obliquely truncate above the
middle.
le.

Ventral margin only slightly intumed in front of the midd

Highest at hinge ear in the left valve and at eye-spot in the

right valve.

A narrow keel separates the flat ventral surface from

the gently inflated lateral surface.

A longitudinal ridge divides

the flat ventral surface and projects below the posterior end of the
keel as a blade which is connected to the keel by a short ridge.
short, blunt node lies above the blade with three or four smaller
ones scattered above it.

There is a small depression behind the

A
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distinct eye-spot and a centrodorsal ridge which protrudes above the
dorsal margin where it ends either in a short spine or a sharp angu
lation.

Left valve overlaps right at the hinge ear and at the pos-

terodorsal comer.
Marginal area regular and lacking a vestibule.
pseudoradial pore canals thread-like.

Radial and

Muscle scars generally consist

of a vertical row of four in which the upper and lower are crescentic
and the two in the middle are ovate and separated from the upper scar
by a gap.

In front of the row there is an upper ovate and lower

crescentic scar.

Hinge hemiamphidont.

Dimensions.— Length 0.72 mm., height 0 A 5 mm.

Holotype no. 5999»

right valve from sample 26; paratype no. 6000, left valve from sample
76.

Subfamily L0X0C0NCHINAE Sars, I925
Genus LOXOCONCHA (Sars), 1866
LOXOCONCHA BROWNSTOWNENSIS Alexander
Plate III, Pig. 3
Loxoconcha brownstownensis ALEXANDER, 1936, p. 69^, pl« 93t fig* 9*
HOWE & LAURENCICH, 1958, p. 383*
Diagnosis.— A species of Loxoconcha characterized by irregularly
arranged reticulations.
Remarks.— This species is sometimes deformed with a depressed
central area which results in some of the ridges being more prominent
than others.

It differs from L. fletcheri in lacking alignment of

reticulations parallel to the margins.
Dimensions.-— Length 0.35 mm., height 0.18 mm.

Plesiotype no.
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6001, left valve from sample 18*

LOXOCONCHA CRETACEA Alexander
Plate III, Pig. 5
Loxoconcha cretacea ALEXANDER, 1936, p. 693> Pl» 93, figs. 5, 7*
SCHMIDT, 19^8, p. *fl2, pi. 62, fig. 7.
pi.

figs. 5a-c.

SKINNER, 1956, p. 200,

BUTLER & JONES, 1957* P* 3^» pl« 6, fig. 1.

HOWE & LAURENCICH, 1958, p. 38^.
Diagnosis.— A species of Loxoconcha characterized by longitudi
nal ridges with deep pits between.
Dimensions.— Length 0.40 mm., height 0.20 mm.

Plesiotype no.

6002, complete carapace from sample 86.

Subfamily TRACHYLEBERINAE Sylvester-Bradley, 19^8
Genus CYTHEREIS Jones, 18^9
CYTHEREIS AUSTINENSIS Alexander
Plate V, Pig. 9
Cythereis austinensis ALEXANDER, 1929* P* 99, pl» 7, fig* H *

HOME

& LAURENCICH, 1958, p..182.
Diagnosis.— A species of Cythereis characterized by a reticulate
surface and dorsal and median ridges which are connected by a short
cross-rib.
Dimensions.— Female: length 0.52 mm., height 0.28 mm.} male:
length 0.57 ram., height 0.28 mm.

Plesiotype no. 6003, female left

valve; plesiotype no. 600^, male right valve; both from sample 12.

CYTHEREIS BICORNIS Israelsky
Plate V, Pig. 7
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Cythereis bicomis ISRAELSKY, 1929, P« 19, pi. 4A, figs. lOa-c.
ALEXANDER, 1929, p. 100, pi. 8, figs. 4, 5.
p. 489, pi. 4a, figs. lOa-c.

ISRAELSKY, 1935,

ALEXANDER, 1939, P* 66.

Cythereis of. £• bicomis SWAIN, 1948,

p. 200, pi. 13, figs. 15, 16.

Cythereis bicomis SWAIN, 1952, p. 84,

pi. 9, fig. 31*

HOWE &

LAURENCICH, 1958, p. 183.
Diagnosis.— A species of Cythereis characterized by a short,
quadrate, dorsal ridge, a median ridgedirected ventrally in front
of a muscle swelling from which it is

separated bya gap, and an ir

regular ventral ridge; all ridges have cross-ribs which merge with
reticulations when present.
Dimensions.— Length 0.55 mm., height 0.30 mm.

Plesiotype no.

6OO5, left valve from sample 12.

CYTHEREIS COMMUNIS Israelsky
Plate II, Pig. 7
Cythereis communis ISRAELSKY, 1929, p. 14, pi. 3A, figs. 9-13*
ALEXANDER, 1929, p. 101, pi. 9, fig. 18.
pi. 7, fig. 3.

JENNINGS, 1936, p. 52,

SCHMIDT, 1948, p. 419, pi. 61, figs. 11-13.

Cythereis (Pterygocythereis) cf. C. (P.) communis SWAIN, 1948, p.
207, pi. 14, figs. 5-7.
Cythereis communis SKINNER, 1956, p. 196, pi. 3, figs. 7a-c.
Trachyleberis communis BROWN, 1957, P* 35, pi. 3, fig. 6 .

HOWE &

LAURENCICH, 1958, p. 189.
Diagnosis.— A species of Cythereis characterized by a ventrally
deflected posterior with long spines and three broad, sinuous, pitt
ed ridges.
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Dimensions*— Length 0.70 mm., height O .38 mm.

Plesiotype no.

6006, left valve from sample 1.

CYTHEREIS DALLASENSIS Alexander
Plate V, Pig. 16
Cythereis dallasensis ALEXANDER, 1929, p. 99, pi* 8, figs* 8, 9*
Cythereis omatissima ALEXANDER, 1933, P* 210, pi, 25, fig. 18; pi.
26, figs. 11a, b; pi, 27, figs, 16a, b.

CALAHAN, 1939, P* ^-1,

pi. 3, figs. 9, 10.
Cythereis dallasensis HOWE & LAURENCICH, 1958, p. 192.
Diagnosis.— A species of Cythereis characterized by a reticu
late surface with spines forming at the intersections and by large
protuberances at the posterior dorsal and ventral margins.
Dimensions.— Length 0.82 mm., height 0.^-2 mm.

Plesiotype no,

6007, right valve from sample 12.

CYTHEREIS PAUJASI Veen
Plate V, Pig. 2
Cythereis fau.jasi VEEN, 1936, p. 23, pi. 6, figs. 58-63.
Cythereis caudata BUTLER & JONES, 1957, p. 3^, pi*

fig. 8. HOWE

& LAURENCICH, 1958, p. 188.
Cythereis fau.jasi HOWE & LAURENCICH, 1958, p. 197.
Diagnosis.-— A species of Cythereis characterized by a finely
pitted surface, several papillae in front of and behind a prominent
muscle swelling, and by dorsal and ventral ridges which end pos
teriorly in tubercles.
Remarks.— C . caudata was thought to differ from £. fau.jasi
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in having weak ridges extending from the muscle node and having a
more pointed posterior.

In the author’s material, only a few speci

mens have the ridges extending from the muscle node and there are
several specimens having a posterior which is rounded helow the
middle and slightly concave above.
Dimensions.— Length 0.50 mm., height 0.25 m®*

Plesiotype no.

6008, right valve; plesiotype no. 6009, left valve; both from sample

.
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CYTHEREIS HAKNAI Israelsky
Plate V, Pig. 13
Cythereis hannai ISRAELSKY, 1929> P» 16, pi. ^A, figs. la-c.

ALEX

ANDER, 1939, p. 66.
Diagnosis.— A species of Cythereis characterized by a reticu
late surface with males having a posterodorsal protuberance and
females having an additional protuberance on the ventral margin.
Dimensions.— Female; length 0.53 mm., height 0.28. mm.; male:
length O .63 mm., height O.3O mm.

Plesiotypes no.

valve; plesiotype no. 6011,male right valve;

6010, female right

both from sample 18.

CYTHEREIS PIDGEONI (Bemy)
Plate V, Pig. 3
Cytheridea pidgeoni BERRY, 1925* P* ^85» figs. 7»
Cytheridea ? pidgeoni TRIEBEL, 19^1» P. 3^1> pi. 10, fig. 113.
Cythereis pidgeoni SCHMIDT,
& LAURENCICH, 1958, p.

19^» P» ^21, pi, 62,

figs. 2-6.

HOWE

223*

Diagnosis.— A species of Cythereis characterized by low, round-
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ed cross-ridges "between three longitudinal ridges.
Remarks.— This species differs from C. huntensis (Alexander) in
being rectangular rather than triangular, having a short spine at
the posterior end of the ventral ridge, and having a lower ridge
which stops below the spine rather than turning down to join the pos
terior rim.

Traohyleberis pidgeoni (Berry), which was reported by

Brown (1957), is probably £. huntensis.

Dimensions.— Female; length 0.47 mm., height 0.27 mm.; male:
length 0.53 mm., height 0.27 mm.

Plesiotype no. 6012, male right

valve from sample 11.

CYTHEREIS PLUMMERI Israelsky
Plate V, Pig. 15
Cythereis plummeri ISRAELSKY, 1929, P» 18» Pl» ^A, figs. 2, 5*
ALEXANDER, 1959, p. 66.

HOWE & LAURENCICH, 1958, p. 224.

Diagnosis.— A species of Cythereis characterized by deep retic
ulations with small spines along the ridges and by long, broad spines
along dorsal and ventral margins.
Dimensions.— Female: length 0.85 mm., height 0.50 mm.; male:
length 0.95 mm,, height 0.5_0 mm.

Plesiotype no. 6015, female left

valve from sample 86.

CYTHEREIS SPOORI Israelsky
Plate V, Fig, 11
Cythereis spoori ISRAELSKY, 1929, P» 17, Pl» 4A, figs. 4, 5.
ISRAELSKY, 1955, P. **87, pi. 4A, figs. 4, 5*
p. 66.

ALEXANDER, 1959,
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Cythereis ? spoori HOWE & LAURENCICH, 1958, p. 235*
Diagnosis*— -A species of Cythereis characterized by three lon
gitudinal ridges with reticulations between and by low nodes at the
junction of ridges and reticulations.
Dimensions.— Female: length 0.50 mm., height 0.28 mm.; male:
length 0.55 rani., height 0.27

Plesiotype no. 6014, male right

valve from sample 11.

CYTHEREIS N. SP. 1
Diagnosis.— A species of Cythereis characterized by an arched
median row and straight ventral row of small nodes at junctions of
lacy reticulations.
Description.— Carapace subrectangular; anterior rounded and
having a noded rim and denticulate margin.

Posterior compressed,

bordered by a noded rim, and angulate above the middle.
the anterocardinal angle.

Left valve overlaps right at the antero-

dorsal and posterodorsal comers.
in front of the middle.

Highest at

Ventral margin slightly intumed

The surface is covered with lacy reticu

lations, bears traces of three longitudinal ribs, and has a curved
cross-rib extending from the glassy eye-spot to the muscle swelling.
Dorsal rib short, high thin, truncate on the ends and rises above
the dorsal margin behind the middle.

Median rib represented by a

curved row of nodes which are separated from the muscle swelling by
a gap.

The ventral rib is also represented by a row of nodes which

starts near the anterior margin and ends in a blunt spine above and
behind the middle of the ventral margin.
ventral surface is visible below this.

A longitudinal rib on the
The row of nodes separates

the ventral surface from the lateral surface*
outline is arrowhead-shaped.

Viewed ventrally, the

The margin is bordered by a very

flattened rim which is widest at the point where the margin is inturned.

This rim is continuous with the anterior and posterior

marginal rims.

Surface reticulate.

Viewed dorsally, the carapace

is arrowhead-shaped with compressed posterior.
surface is reticulate.

The narrow dorsal

The area between the anterior rim and an

terior margin is strongly reticulate.

Left valve bears a node at

the posterior end of the hinge line.
Marginal area regular and lacking a vestibule.

Radial pore

canals straight and more closely spaced below the middle.

Hinge

holamphidont with a crenulate furrow in the left valve.
Remarks.— This species differs from £. bicornis Israelsky in
having rows of nodes instead of a median and ventral ridge and in
having lacy reticulations.
Dimensions.— Length 0.68 mm., height 0.33

Holotype no.

6015, left valve from sample 8.

CYTHEREIS N. SP. 2
Plate V, Pig. 10
l-tc

Diagnosis.— A subquadrate species of Cythereis characterized
by a heavy shell and reticulations on either side of the median
rib.
Description.— Carapace subquadrate; anterior obliquely rounded
and having a thick noded rim and denticulate margin.

Posterior

compressed, broadly concave above the middle, convex below, and
bearing a noded rim.

Sexually dimorphous with the males being more
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elongate.

Dorsal and ventral margins subparallel with the ventral

margin inturned in front of the middle.

Highest at a glassy eye-spot

above which there is a hinge ear in the left valve.

Left valve over

laps the right more strongly at the hinge ear and posterodorsal
comer.

The lateral surface is essentially smooth, marked by a

glassy eye-spot, prominent muscle swelling and three longitudinal
ribs.

In lateral view, the dorsal rib rises above the dorsal margin

and is separated from the eye-spot by a short gap.
are marked by deep reticulations.

Both sides of it

Median rib slightly arched, pitt

ed on either side, and separated from an elongate muscle node by a
gap.

It also bears deep reticulations both dorsally and ventrally.

The ventral rib is reticulate on either side, continuous with the
anterior rim, truncate above the compressed posterior, and separates
the lateral surface from the flattened ventral surface.

Viewed dor

sally or ventrally the carapace is subovate with the lateral surface
extending out beyond the dorsal and ventral surfaces and being con
stricted in the middle.

Dorsal surface is only slightly triangular

and ventral surface is strongly triangular.
Marginal area regular.
spaced.

Radial pore canals straight and evenly

Hinge holamphidont with sockets of the left valve more or

less open to the interior.
Remarks.— This species differs from C. hazardi in having
broader longitudinal ribs, more prominent muscle swelling and eyespot, and lacking the branching cross-ribs between the longitudinal
ribs.
Dimensions.■— Female; length 0.70 mm., height O .38 mm.; male:
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length 0.80 mm., height 0.38 mm.

Holotype no. 6016, male right

valve; paratype no. 6017, female left valve; "both from sample 85.

CYTHEREIS N. SP. 3
Plate V, Pig.

k

Diagnosis.— A species of Cythereis characterized "by "broad
dorsal and median ridges and a ventral ridge which partially en
circles a sharp spine near the posterior end.
Description.— Carapace subtrapezoidal; anterior obliquely
rounded, rimmed, and having a double row of denticles below the
middle.

Posterior compressed, angulate at the ventral margin, and

having a rim which bears denticles along its crest.
intumed in front of the middle.

Ventral margin

Highest above a glassy eye-spot.

Left valve slightly overlaps the right at both ends of the hinge
line.

Lateral surface marked by a weak ridge connecting the eye-

spot to a distinct muscle swelling, a shaip ventral spine above the
compressed posterior, and three longitudinal ribs.

A raised rim

extends from the eye-spot back to the middle of the dorsal margin.
Below the posterior end of this rim a centrodorsal ridge rises
above the margin and turns sharply down at the posterocardinal
angle.

A thick median ridge is separated from an elongate muscle

swelling by a gap.

A ventral ridge begins at the anterior rim and

at a point below the median gap turns posteroventrally beneath the
sharp spine.

Viewed dorsally or ventrally the carapace has com

pressed ends and the outline of the lateral surface is ovate with
constricted middle.
an acicular spine.

Behind the constriction each valve possesses
The anterior and posterior rims are continuous
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with a low ventral rim.
Marginal area narrow and lacking a vestibule.
nals straight, sparse and evenly spaced.

Radial pore ca

Muscle scars consist of

a vertical row of four elongate scars on the posterior side of the
muscle pit and a V-shaped scar in the center of the pit.

Hinge hol-

amphidont with stepped anterior tooth in the right valve and crenulate median element.
Remarks.— This species differs from Cythereis bicomis Israel-r

sky in being smaller, more acuminate posteriorly, having broader
longitudinal ridges, and a, ventral ridge which turns down beneath a
sharp spine at its posterior end.

In some specimens the longitudi

nal ridges are bordered by reticulations.
Dimensions.— Length 0.55 mm., height 0,30 mm.

Holotype no.

6018, right valve from sample 53*

CYTHEREIS ? N. SP.

k

Plate V, Pig. 1
Diagnosis.— A extremely compressed species of Cythereis ?
characterized by a reticulate surface and low dorsal and ventral ribs
which terminate in reticulate tubercles.
Description.— Carapace oblong subtriangular and laterally com
pressed; anterior obliquely rounded, rimmed and having reticulations
between the rim and a frill along the margin.

Posterior compressed,

faintly rimmed, and acutely angulate below the middle.
teriorly with valves being of equal- size.

Highest an

Lateral surface has re

ticulations which become smaller toward a low muscle spot, no median
rib, and low dorsal and ventral ribs,

Anterior rim continuous with
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low dorsal and ventral rims which end posteriorly in reticulate
tubercles.

No visible eye-spot.

In dorsal and ventral views the

carapace has nearly parallel sides, is barely arrowhead-shaped, and
has reticulations on both surfaces.
Marginal area regular and lacking a vestibule.

Radial pore

canals obscured by the thick marginal rim and muscle scars obscured
by surface reticulations.

Hinge holamphidont,

Remarks.— This species is questionably placed in Cythereis
because it lacks the median rib and eye-spot.

Platycythereis lacks

the median rib but this species lacks the crest above the muscle
swelling and the eye-spot which are characteristics of that genus.
This species differs from £. hannai Israelsky in being larger, more
compressed, and lacking prominent muscle swelling and eye-spot.
differs from

It

G . carpenterae in being reticulate rather than pitted

and lacking the prominent eye tubercle.
Dimensions.— Length O .63 mm., height O .33 mm.

Holotype no.

6019, right valve; paratype no. 6020, left valve; both from sample
76.

CYTHEREIS N. SP. 5
Plate V, Pig.

Ik

Diagnosis.— A species of Cythereis characterized by a high
frill-like anterior rim which is continuous with dorsal and ventral
ridges, a sharp vertical ridge at the muscle spot, and branching
cross-ribs.
Description.— Carapace subquadrate; anterior obliquely rounded
with denticulate margin and high frill-like rim.

Posterior com
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pressed with rounded rim and slightly angulate above the middle.
Above the angulation the margin is concave and below it is convex
and bears spines.

Highest at a round glassy eye-spot.

Lateral sur

face marked by three sharp longitudinal ridges, a sharp transverse
rib above the muscle spot, in front of which there are reticulations,
and branching cross-ribs between the longitudinal ridges.

The an

terior rim is continuous with frill-like dorsal and ventral ridges.
The dorsal ridge projects above the margin and turns sharply down
above the compressed posterior end where the ventral ridge is trun
cate.

A blade-like median ridge is separated from a sharp vertical

ridge above the muscle spot by a gap.

Viewed dorsally or ventrally

the carapace is subovate with compressed ends and the centrally
constricted lateral surface is visible below.

The dorsal surface

is slightly arrowhead-shaped and faintly reticulate while the ven
tral surface is strongly arrowhead-shaped and reticulate.
Marginal area regular and lacking a vestibule.
canals straight and evenly spaced.

Radial pore

Muscle scars consist of a ver

tical row of four elongate scars in front of which there is a Vshaped scar.

Hinge holamphidont.

Remarks.— This species differs from C. hazardi in being
larger, having frill-like ridges, and a transverse rather than
longitudinal rib above the muscle spot, in front of which there
are reticulations instead of cross-ribs.
Dimensions.— Length 0.77 mm., height O
6021, right valve from sample 86.

.38 mm.

Holotype no.
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CYTHEREIS N. SP. 6
Plate V, Pig. 5
Cythere semiplicata ALEXANDER, 1929» P» SOj pl« 6, figs. 9» 15*
Diagnosis.— Carapace subrectangular; anterior broadly rounded,
rimmed, and denticulate; posterior compressed, rimmed, angulate at
the middle and denticulate below.

Left valve overlaps right in

front of the eye-spot and at the posterior end of the hinge line.
Ventral margin intumed in front of the middle.
morphous with the males being more elongate.

Sexually di

Surface marked by an

irregular dorsal ridge and straight ventral ridge which turn sharply
toward a median ridge above the compressed posterior.

The median

ridge is separated from a prominent elongate muscle swelling by a
gap.

Viewed dorsally or ventrally the carapace is subovate with a

constricted middle and compressed ends.

The ventral surface is tri

angular and a ventral rim is continuous with anterior and posterior
rims in the left valve.

In the right valve, the ventral rim is

continuous with the posterior rim but separated from the anterior
by a gap and connected to the posterior end of the ventral ridge by
a cross-rib.
Marginal area broad and lacking a vestibule.
pseudoradial pore canals straight and numerous.

Radial and
Muscle scars con

sist of a vertical row of four in front, of which is a U-shaped scar.
Hinge holamphidont.
Remarks.-— This species differs from C_. semiplicata (Reuss) in
having more distinct ridges which turn sharply toward the median
ridge at their posterior end.
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Dimensions»— Female; length 0.62 mm., height 0.38 mm. male:
length 0,72 mm., height 0.38 mm.

Holotype no. 6022, female left

valve; paratype no. 6023, male right valve; both from sample 76.

Genus VEENIA Butler and Jones, 1957
VEENIA GAPENSIS (Alexander)
Cythere gapensis ALEXANDER, 1929, p. 8^, pi. 6, figs. 16, 17.
Trachyleberis gapensis BROWN, 1957, P* 1^, pi. 7, figs. 15-19*
Cythere gapensis HOWE & LAURENCICH, 1958, p. 158.
Piagnosis.— A species of Veenia characterized by strong cross
ribs between longitudinal ridges and rims.
Dimensions.—-Female left valve: length 0.32 mm., height 0.30
mm.; female right valve: length 0.52 mm., height 0.27 mm.; male
left valve: length 0.60 mm,, height 0,32 mm.; male right valve:
length 0.60 mm., height 0.28 mm.

Plesiotype no. 602*f, male right

valve; plesiotype no. 6025* female left valve; both from sample 51*

VEENIA 0ZANANA (israelsky)
Plate II, Pig. 12
Cythereis ozanana ISRAELSKY, 1929, p. 13, pi* 3-A-, figs. 1-3*
Cythereis ponderosana ISRAELSKY, 1929, p. 13, pi. 3A, figs. 5-8.
Cythere ponderosana ALEXANDER, 1929, P« 83, pi. 6, fig. 3*
Cythereis ozanana ALEXANDER, 1935> P» 212.
pi. 11, fig. 6,

LOETTERLE, 1938, p.

ALEXANDER, 1939, p. 66.

pi. 6, figs. 12a-c.

BOLD, 19*f6 , p. 98,

BOLD, 1950, p. 108.

Veenia ozanana BUTLER & JONES, 1957, P*
HOWE & LAURENCICH, 1958, p. 512.

6h-t

pi. 3, figs. 4a-e.
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Diagnosis.— »A species of Veenia characterized by three broad
ridges with large pits below the dorsal and median and above the
ventral ridge.
Dimensions.— Female left valves length 0.63 mm., height 0.38
mm.; female right valve: length 0.63 mm., height 0.35 mm.; male left
valve: length 0.75 mm., height 0.42 mm.; male right valve: length
0.75 mm,, height 0.37 mm.

Plesiotype no. 6026, female left valve

from sample 86.

VEENIA N. SP. 1
Plate III, Pig. 7
Diagnosis.— A species of Veenia characterized by deep pits
bordering the narrow longitudinal ribs.
Description.— Carapace elongate subtriangular; anterior round
ed, denticulate, and having a rim which is separated from the margin,
above the middle, by reticulations.
and denticulate below.

Posterior angulate at the middle

Highest at -the hinge ear which, in the left

valve, overlaps the right and below which there is a glassy eye-spot.
Surface marked by three longitudinal ridges which are bordered by
deep pits.
shaped.

In ventral and dorsal views, the carapace is arrowhead

Dorsal ridge arched, sunuous above, and protrudes above the

dorsal margin.

Median ridge arched and having a slight muscle

swelling near the anterior end.
nnected. to the anterior rim.
pace is arrowhead-shaped.

Ventral ridge is straight and co

In dorsal and ventral views, the cara

A ventral rim joins the dorsal ridge at

its junction with the anterior rim in the left valve and behind this
junction in the right.
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Marginal area regular and lacking a vestibule.
canals straight and numerous.

Radial pore

Muscle scars consist of a vertical

row of four in front of which is a U-shaped upper and round lower
scar.

Hinge holamphidont.
Remarks.— This species differs from V. ozanana in being

smaller, having sharper longitudinal ridges and more pronounced pits,
and having a ventral rim.
Dimensions.— Female left valve: length 0.50 mm., height 0.32 mm.;
female right valve: length 0.50 mm., height 0.28 mm.; male left valve:
length 0.62 mm., height 0.33 mm.; male right valve: length 0.62 mm,,
height 0.28 mm.

Holotype no. 6027, female left valve; paratype no.

6028, male right valve; both from sample 8.

VEENIA N. SP. 2
Plate V, Fig. 8
Diagnosis.— A species of Veenia characterized by a deeply punc
tate surface with pits aligned longitudinally and by a furrow ex
tending from behind the eye-spot to the ventral margin.
Description.— Carapace subtriangular; anterior compressed,
obliquely rounded, and denticulate; posterior angulate at the middle
and denticulate below.

Highest at the hinge ear which, in the left

valve, overlaps the right.

A furrow, paralleling the anterior mar

gin, extends from behind the eye-spot to the ventral margin, separ
ating the compressed anterior from the swollen central area.

Above

the middle and just behind the furrow is a deep depression with the
remainder of the surface having deep, longitudinally aligned pits.
Marginal area regular and lacking a vestibule.

Radial and
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pseudoradial pore canals few and dorsally directed above the middle;
more numerous and straight below.

Hinge holamphidont.

Remarks.— This species differs from V. arachoides in lacking
the median ridge.
Dimensions.-— Left valve: length O .67 mm., height O .38 mm.;
right valve: length O .67 mm., height O .35 mm.

Holotype no. 6029>

right valve; para type no. 6030, left valve; .'both from sample 51 •

VEENIA N. SP. 3
Plate V, Fig. 6
Diagnosis.— A species of Veenia characterized by having a
completely reticulate carapace.
Description.-^Carapace subtriangular; anterior obliquely
rounded, denticulate, and having a rim which is separated from the
margin, above the middle, by reticulations.

Posterior rimmed, an

gulate at the middle, and denticulate below.

Left valve slightly

overlaps the right at the hinge ear and the posterior end of the
hinge line.
elongate.

Sexually dimorphous with the males being more
Surface marked by three longitudinal ribs which are

separated by reticulations and by a small, glassy eye-.spot which is
masked by the anterior rim.

The dorsal rib is sinuous above and

the median rib is interrupted by a low muscle swelling.

Viewed

dorsally or ventrally the carapace is subtriangular with compressed
ends and reticulate surfaces.

The dorsal rib and a ventral rim are

continuous with anterior and posterior rims.
Marginal area regular and lacking a vestibule.
canals arranged in groups of two or three.

Radial pore

Hinge hemiamphidont.
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Remarks.— This species is similar to V. gapensis (Alexander)
and V. n. sp. 1 in size and shape but the reticulate surface dis
tinguishes it from the other two.
Dimensions.— Female: length 0.50 mm., height 0.28 mm.; male:
length 0.60 mm., height 0.30 mm.

Holotype no. 6031> female left

valve from sample 9*

Genus PHACORHABDOTUS Howe and Laurencich, 1958
PHACORHABDOTUS TEXANUS Howe and Laurencich
Plate III, Pig. 9
Phacorhabdotus texanus HOWE & LAUEEHCICH, 1958, p. ^57*
Diagnosis.— A species of Phacorhabdotus characterized by three
short longitudinal ridges near the posterior end and a flaring an
terior.
Dimensions.— Female: length 0.57 mm., height 0.35 mm.; male:
length O .63 mm., height 0.35 mm.

Plesiotype no. 6032, male right

valve from sample 1.

PHACORHABDOTUS N. SP. 1
Plate III, Fig. 8
Diagnosis.— A species of Phacorhabdotus characterized by faint
dorsal and ventral ridges and a median longitudinal welt near the
posterior end.
Description.— Carapace having a broadly rounded anterior and

-

tapering toward the posterior which is subangulate at the middle in
the right valve and bluntly rounded in the left.' Highest at the
anterior end of the hinge line in the left valve and slightly behind
it in the right.

Left valve overlaps right at the highest point on
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the dorsal margin, an opposite point oh the ventral margin, and at
the posterior end of the hinge line.
males being more elongate.

Sexually dimorphous with the

Surface marked by faint dorsal and ven

tral ribs which become more distinct posteriorly and a short longi
tudinal median welt near the posterior end.

Viewed dorsally or

ventrally the carapace is broader posteriorly and tapers adanterior.
Marginal area broad and lacking a vestibule.

Radial pore

canals generally paired and pseudoradial canals few.

Muscle scars

consist of a vertical row in which there is a lower round scar, a
middle elongate scar, and two adjacent upper scars in front of which
there is an obliquely aligned S-shaped scar.

Hinge holamphidont

with the anterior part of the hingement set obliquely to the other
portion.
Remarks.— This species differs from P. texanus in having less
sharply defined ridges, a continuous dorsal ridge, and a longer
ventral ridge.
Dimensions.— Female: length 0.48 mm., height 0.28 mm.; male:
length 0.52 mm., height 0.25

Holotype no. 6033, male right

valve; paratype no. 6034, male left valve; paratype no. 6035» female
right valve; paratype no. 6036, female left valve; all from sample
81.

Subfamily XESTOLEBERIME Sars, 1928
Genus XEST0LE3ERIS Sars, 1866
XESTOXjEBERIS s p .
Plate II, Pig. 6
Diagnosis.— A species of Xestoleberis characterized by an ex
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tremely tumid posterior.
Description.— Carapace pyriform; anterior and posterior evenly
rounded but broader posteriorly.
being more elongate.
the middle.

Sexually dimorphous with the males

Dorsal margin arched and carapace highest at

Left valve slightly overlaps right.

Marginal area has a well-developed vestibule.

Radial pore ca

nals short and widely spaced; normal pore canals distinct.

Hinge of

right valve has elongate, crenulate terminal teeth and intervening
crenulate groove.
Dimensions.— Female: length 0.38 mm., height 0.27 mm.> male:
length 0.38 mm., height 0.22 mm.

Figured specimen no. 6037, female

left valve from sample 73 •

INCERTAE SEDIS
Genus AMPHICYTHERURA Butler and Jones, 1957
AMPHICYTHERURA DUBIA (israelsky)
Plate III, Fig. 4
Cytherura ? dubia ISRAELSKY, 1929, p. 6, pi. *fA, fig. 6.
Eucytherura chelodon ALEXANDER, 1936, p. 692, pi. 93> figs. 6, 12.
ALEXANDER, 1939, p. 66.
Amphicytherura dubia BUTLER & JONES, 1957» P» ^2, pi. 5> figs. la-d.
HOWE & LAURENCICH, 1958, p. Vf.
Diagnosis.— A species of Amphicytherura characterized by a
median ridge which turns up to join the eye-spot, has short branches
on either side, and bifurcates posteriorly to join a posterior ridge
and a dorsal ridge.
Remarks.— This genus is removed from Trachyleberinae due to the

fact that the dentition is schizodont and it has a slight caudal
process.
Dimensions.— Length O .37 mm.f height 0.22 mm.
6O58, right valve from sample 18.

Plesiotype no.

EXPLANATION OP PLATE 1
Pig. 1— Morrowina sp.
Pig. 2— Argilloeoia sp.

X 75*
X 60.

Pig. 3— Krithe cushmani Alexander.
Pig. A-, 6— Asoiooythere n. sp. 1.
females, X 75»

Male, X 75*
Pig. ^f, holotype; both are

Pig. 5— Haplocytheridea ? plummeri (Alexander).
Fig. 7— Cytherella sp.

Male, X 75*

Female, X 60.

Fig. 8— Cytherella tuherculifera Alexander.
Pig. 9— Bairdoppilata pondera Jennings.

X 60.

X A-5.

Pig. 10, 12— Haplocytheridea ? insolita Alexander and Alexander.
X 75.
Pig. 11— Haplocytheridea ? grangerensis Howe and Laurencich.
Pig. 13, 1^— Haplocytheridea ? everetti (Berry).

X 75*

X
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EXPLANATION OP PLATE II
Pig. 1— Alatacythere tokiana (israelsky).

X 75*

Pig. 2— Alatacythere ponderosana (Israelsky). X 75.
Pig. 3, 5— -Cytherelloidea austinensis Sexton. Pig. 3, female; Pig.
5, male; both X 75*
Pig,

k— Cytherelloidea crafti Sexton.

Pig. 6— Xestoleberis sp.

Female, X 75.

Female, X 75*

Pig. 7— Cythereis communis Israelsky.

X 75*

Pig. 8, 11— Cytherelloidea ozanana Sexton.
female; both X 75*

Pig. 8, male; Pig. 11,

Pig. 9. 10, 15— Genotype of new genus. Pig. 9, female; Pig.
Pig. 15, dorsal view of male; all X 90.
Pig. 12— Veenia ozanana (Israelsky).

Female,

Pig. 13— Cytherelloidea spiralia Jennings.
Pig.

lb, 16 — Alatacythere n. sp. 2.

10,

male;

X 75*

X 75*

Pig. 16,

holotype; both X 75.
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EXPLANATION OP PLATE III
Pig. 1— Orthon.otaoyth.ere 3crobicuiata Alexander.
Pig. 2— Eu.cytheru.ra quadrituheroulata Skinner.
Pig. 3— Loxoconoha brownstownensis Alexander.
Pig. 4— Amphicytherura dubia (israelsky).
Fig. 5— Loxoconoha cretaoea Alexander.
Pig. 6— Veenia gapensis (Alexander).
Pig. 7— 'Veenia n. sp. 1.

X 75*
X 105«

X 90*

X 90.

X 90.
Male, X 75*

Holotype, female, X 75*

Fig. 8— Phacorhabdotus n. sp. 1.

Holotype, male, X 75*

Pig. 9— Phacorhabdotus texanus Howe and Laurencich.
Pig. 10— Monoceratina sp.

Male, X 75*

X 75*

Pig. 11— Monoceratina prothxoensis Butler and Jones,
Pig. 12— Cytheropteron furcalatum Alexander.
Pig. 13— Alataoythere n. sp. 1.

Holotype, X 75*

Pig. 14— Orthonotacythere hannai (israelsky).
Pig. 15— "Cythere" n. sp. 1.

X 75*

Holotype, X 75*

Pig, 16— Monoceratina pedata (Marsson). X 75*

X 75*

X 75*

Plate III
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EXPLANATION OP PLATE IV
Pig. 1— Brachycythere

n. sp. 6 . Holotype, X 75-

Pig. 2— Cytheropteron

n. sp. 1. Holotype, X 90.

Pig. 3— Brachycythere

n. sp. *t. Holotype, X 75*

Pig.

k, 6 — Brachycythere n. sp.5. Pig. k, holotype; both X 75-

Pig. 5— Euoytherura n. sp. 1.

Holotype, X 90.

Pig. 7— Brachycythere sphenoides. (Reuss).
Pig. 8— Euoytherura n. sp. 2.

j

X 75-

Holotype, X 90.

Pig. 9— Brachycythere n. sp. 7-

Holotype, X 75-

Pig. 10--Brachycythere n. sp. 1.

Holotype, male,

Fig. 11— Cytheropteron n. sp. 2.

Holotype, X 90.

Pig. 12— Brachycythe re ? n. sp. 3Pig. 13— Brachycythere n. sp. 2.

X 75-

Holotype,X 75-

Holotype, X 60.

Pig. 1^— Brachycythere taylorensis (Alexander).

X 75-
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SXPLAI'TATION OP PLATE V
Pig. 1— Cythereis n. sp.

Holotype, X 75*

Pig. 2— Cythereis fau.jasi Veen.

X 75*

Pig. 3— Cythereis pidgeoni (Beriy).

X 75*

Pig. 4— Cythereis n. sp. 3*

Holotype, X 75•

Pig. 5— Cythereis n. sp. 6 .

Holotype, X 75*

Pig. 6— Veenia n. sp. 3*

Holotype, female, X 75*

Pig. 7— Cythereis hicomis Israelsky.
Pig. 8— Veenia n. sp. 2.

X 75*

Holotype, X 75*

Pig. 9— Cythereis austinensis Alexander.
Pig. 10— Cythereis n. sp. 2.

Holotype, male, X 7

Pig. ll-"Cr
vthereis spoori Israelsky.
Pig. 12— Cythereis n. sp. 1.

X 75*

Holotype, X 75.

Pig. 15— -Cythereis hannai Israelsky.
Fig. 14— Cythereis n. sp. 5*

X 75*

X 75*

Holotype, X 75*

Pig. 15— Cythereis plummeri Israelsky.

X 75*

Pig. 16— Cythereis dallasensis Alexander.

X 75*

/
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APPENDIX I
Sample Localities
Annona chalkt 12 feet above the phosphate zone at the base of
the chalk.

Go 0.9 mi. east of the square at Clarksville,

Red River County on U. S. Hwy. 82; turn north on Farm Road
1159 for 2.4 mi.; turn east on Farm Road 1700 for 2.9 mi.
then north on dirt road for 0.5 mi.
____________ : 15 feet above the phosphate zone at
the chalk.

Same location as the above.

____________ : 45 feet above the phosphate zone at
the chalk.

the base of

the base of

Same location as the above.

____________: Road cut 0.55 mi. north of White Rock cemetery,
Red River County.
____________: 50 feet below top of hill at Hopson

cemetery.

Go

5.5 mi. west of Foreman, Little River County on State Hwy.
52; turn south 1.5 mi., east 1.0 mi., south 0*5 mi. and
east 0.7 mi.'
Blossom sand: 1 foot below the top of the Blossom in creek 500
yds. north of road to Pleasant Valley Ranch.

Go 5*3 mi,

north of the square in Honey Grove, Fannin County on Farm
Road 100; turn west 0.4 mi. and walk 500 yds north to the
creek.
____________: 5 feet below the top of the Blossom in creek 500
yds. north of road to Pleasant Valley Ranch.

Same loca

tion as the above.
Bonham clay: In gully at bridge 0.8 mi. west of Sumner and 1.4
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mi. east of Globe, Lamar County.':
9.

___________ t In ditch below culvert.

Go 1.7 mi. west of the

square in Bonham, Fannin County, on U.

S. Hwy. 82; turn

south 0.4 mi. on State Hwy. 121.
10. ___________: At 725 feet in Krasner et al., Norwood No. 1, John
Yeary Survey, Fannin County.
11. Brownstown marl: 6 feet below the Janis member 1.1 mi. west of
the Okla.-Ark. state line on State Hwy. 21, McCurtain
County,
12. ____________

: In gully west of Farm Road 100, 3.7 mi. north

of the square in Honey Grove, Fannin County.
13. _______________ : Just below the Gober-in-gully at bridge.

Go

1.9 mi. east of the square at Honey Grove, Fannin County
on U. S. Hwy. 82; turn north 1.4 mi. on Farm Road 1396;
turn east 0.6 mi. on dirt road then north 1.0 mi, to
bridge.
14. _______________ : In gully east of road.

Go 0.7 mi. east of

Dodd City, Fannin County on U. S. Hwy. 82; turn north 1.1
mi. on Farm Road 897*
15. _______________ J In creek west of road.

Go east 0.3 mi. from

Petty, Lamar County, R.R. station on Farm Road 1509, then
turn south 0.2 mi. to bridge.4
16. _______________ : Just below the base of the Gober.

Go 2.0 mi.

north of Roxton, Lamar County, R.R. station on Farm Road
38; turn west 0,2 mi. to Cane Creek; walk 300 yds. north
to the calcarenite at the base of the Gober.
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___________ ; In creek east of road.

17

Go south from Blossom,

Lamar County 0.3 mi. on Farm Road 19^; turn east 0.6 mi.
on Farm Road 19^ then south

2.k mi. on second class road.

18, _______________: 1 foot below the Annona chalk 300 yds. north
of Freehope Church.

From the square in Clarksville, Red

River County, go east 0.9 mi. on U. S. Hwy. 82; turn north

3.k mi. on Faim Road 1159; turn east 0.2 mi. on dirt road
to Freehope Church.
19. _______________ : 17 feet below phosphate zone at the base of
the Annona.

Go 0.9 mi. east of the square at Clarksville,

Red River County on U. S. Hwy. 82; turn north on Farm Road
1700 for 2*9 mi. then north on dirt road for 0*5 mi.

.

20 _______________ :
the Annona.

20 feet below phosphate zone at the base of
Same location as the above.

.

21 _______________ :1 foot above the top of the Blossom
500 yds. north of road to Pleasant Valley Ranch.

in creek
Go 3*3

mi. north of the square in Honey Grove, Fannin County on
Farm Road 100; turn west

O .k mi. and walk 500 yds. north

to creek.
22

. _______________ : At

280 feet in Krasner et al., Norwood No. 1,

John Yeary Survey, Fannin County.
25. _______________ :

At 350 feet at same location as the above.

2k. Burditt marl: Marl just below upper chalk or ^ feet from the
top of the Burditt.

Tex. Bur. Econ. Geol. loc. 226-T-4,

Shreveport Geol. Soc, Guidebook, 19^9*
25. ____________: Just below top of chalk.

Same as above location.

____________: Marl just below second chalk bed or 6.5 feet from
top of the Burditt,

Same as the above location.

Marl just below third chalk bed or 10.5 feet from
top of the Burditt.

Same as the above location.

Dessau chalk: Gully on west side of road, 150 yds. north of
tributary of Big Walnut Creek, 5*5 mi. south of Dessau,
Travis County.
____________: Just below abundant Gryphaea aucella in ditch on
west side of road,at same location as the above.
____________: Just above abundant Gryphaea aucella in ditch on
east side of road, at same location as the above.
____________: Terebratulina bed in ditch on east side of road,
at same location as the above.
____________: Upper Exogyra ponderosa bed in shallow ditch on
east side of road, at same location as the above.
____________• Marl break just below Exogyra laeviuscula in
shallow ditch on east side of road, at same location as
the above.
■
_____: Exogyra laeviuscula bed in shallow ditch on east
side of road, at same location as the above.
Gober chalk: 10 feet below top of Gober in quarry west of road.
Go south from the square at Paris, Lamar County 1.7 mi. on
State Hwy.

turn south on Farm Road 1^97 for 8.2 mi.

___________: 1 foot above creek bed on State Hwy. 78) 0«5 mi.
northeast of Jet. U. S. Hwy. 69 and State Hwy. 78 at
Leonard, Fannin County.
: 1 foot below the top of quariy north of road.

Go
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4.0 mi. south from the Jet. of Farm Road 905 and. U. S. Hwy.
271) on U. S. Hwy. 271, at Paris, Lamar County; turn east
1.5 mi. on dirt road to quarry.
58. Lower Austin: Four samples from prominent marl breaks in west
end of bluff upstream from fault on Vinson Creek on west
side of road.

Go south 9*3 mi. on U, S, Hwy. 81 from its

Jet. with U. S. Hwy. I83 in Austin; turn southeast 2.1 mi.
to Vinson Creek.
39•

J Marl just below hard chalk at water level, 200
yds. upstream on Williamson Creek, 4.2 mi. south of Jet.
of U. S. Hwy. 81 and 183 in Austin, Travis County on U. S.
Hwy. 81.

40. ____________: Chalky marl just below prominent chalk bed 200
yds. upstream on Williamson Creek, at same location as
the above.
41. ____________ : Marly chalk just below prominent chalk ledge
containing numerous Gryphaea, 100 yds. downstream on
Williamson Creek, at same location as the above.
42. ____________s Marl between two Exogyra laeviuscula beds behind
cow b a m s 0.5 mi. upstream on Williamson Creek, at same
location as the above.
43. ___________ _} Prominent marl break below lower massive chalk
just upstream from Hwy. 81 crossing on Williamson Creek,
at same location as the above.
44. ____________: Glauconitic bed between two bored zones in shallow
ditch on east side of road, 3*5 nii. south of Dessau, Travis

County.
____________: Marl break in gully leading to creek, at same
location as the above.
____________: Lower marl on slope to Big Walnut Creek, at same
location as the above.
____________: Marl above knobby chalk which forms bed of creek
50 yds. downstream from Dessau Road crossing, at same
location as the above.
Lower Taylor clay: 5 feet above top of Gober in quarry west of
road.

Go south from square at Paris, Lamar County, 1.7 mi.

on State

Hwy. 24; turn south on Farm Road 1497 for 8*2 mi.
: 1 foot above top of Gober in quarry.

Go 1.3

mi. north of Roxton, Lamar County, R.R. station; turn east
0.4 mi. on dirt road to Mr. Maness1 quarry.
: Road cut on west side of road just south of
bridge.

From Jennings, Lamar County, go west 0.5 mi.,

south 1.4 mi., west 0.5 mi., and south 0.2 mi.
: 1 foot below Exogyra ponderosa ledge at No.
Sulphur River bridge on State Hwy. 24, 13.8 mi. south of
the square in Paris, Lamar County.
: 1 foot above oxidized phosphate zone at the
junction of Davis Creek and No. Sulphur River.

Go 0.5 mi.

west of square at Ladonia, Fannin County; turn north 2.0
mi. to North Sulphur River; walk 1.2 mi. west to Jet. with
Davis Creek.
: 1 foot below oxidized phosphate zone at the
Jet. of Davis Creek and No. Sulphur River.

Same location
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as the above.
5k

» _________________ :3 feet below oxidized phosphate zone at the
Jet. of Davis Greek and No, Sulphur River.

Same location

as the above.

i From creek bed at Davis Creek bridge, 1.8

55*

mi. south of Silver City, Fannin County.
56.

* Road cut north of road.

Go 5*0 mi. south

from the Jet. Farm Road 272 and U. S. Hwy. 69 at Leonard,
Fannin County, on the latter Hwy. and turn west 2.1 mi.
on dirt road.
57*

* 1 foot above the chalk in Ticky Creek at
bridge.

Go ^t-.O mi, east from the Jet, of U. S. Hwy. 75

and State Hwy.

2k at McKinney, Collin County, on the latter

Hwy.; turn north 0.1 mi.; turn east 1.^ mi. to Ticky Creek
bridge.
58.

: In gully west of road.

Go south of Blossom,

Lamar County, 0.3 mi. on Farm Road 19^; turn east

3*0 mi*

on Farm Road 19^, turn south 1*3 mi. on second class road.
59* _______________ _s Upper beds of chalky clay at Tex. Bur, Econ.
Geol. loc. 226-T-40, Shreveport Geol. Soc., 19^9 j Travis
County.
60. _________________: Just west of roadside park on U. S. Hwy. 290,
1.8 mi. east of Little Walnut Creek and 0.2 mi. west of
Tex. Bur. Econ. Geol. loc. 226-T-50, Shreveport Geol. Soc.,
19^9, Travis County.
61. _________________ : Upper beds at east end of road cut 0.1 mi.
east of Walnut Creek and just west of R.R. overpass on Hwy.

290.

Tex. Bur. Econ. Geol. loc. 226-T-50, Shreveport Geol.

Soc., 19^9j Travis County.
______ __________: Just below the Pecan Gap chalk at Tex. Bur.
Econ. Geol. loc. 226-T-29, Shreveport Geol. Soc., 19^9*
Travis County.
: 2 feet above creek bed at Davis Creek bridge,
1.8 mi. south of Silver City, Fannin County.
:

k feet above the Burditt at Tex. Bur. Econ.

Geol. loc. 226-T-*f, Shreveport Geol. Soc., 19^9» Travis
County.
: Just above the Burditt at same location as
the above.
Middle marl member: Below lowest Inoceramus undulatoplicatus
ledge or 28 feet from top of the section.

Go 1.0 mi. west

of Jet. of State Hwy, 121 and Farm Hoad 720 south of
McKinney, Collin County; turn north 1.3 mi.; turn west 0.8
mi. to creek at road Jet,
___________ : 20 feet below top

of the section, just below

0,9 foot ledge containing Inoceramus undulatoplicatus.

At

same location as the above.
__________________: Just below channeled chalk bed which is just
above the base of the upper chalk member near the Jet. of
two creeks.

Go east 0.5 mi* from the Jet. U. S. Hwy. 75

and State Hwy.

2k in McKinney, Collin County; turn north
(

3.5 mi. to bridge; walk west 0.3 mi. along creek.
__________________: 15 feet above the Inoceramus undulatoplicatus
bed on east side of U. S. Hwy. 77» 0.5 mi. south of its Jet.
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with Loop 12 in hollas.
70. _________________ : Just above upper massive chalk bed on east
side of U. S. Hwy 77 at same location as the above.
71. _________________ : Just below fragmental Inoceramus bed about
midway up bluff on west side of U. S. Hwy. 75» 2.8 mi.
south of its Jet. with Loop 12 in Dallas.
72. Ozan formation: 35 feet below chalk ledge on north side of road.
Go

l,k mi. west of Foreman, Little River County on State

Hwy. 32; turn south 0.3 mi* then west 0.3 mi.
73• _____________ : 2 feet below chalk ledge on west side ofroad.
Go west 5.5 mi. from Foreman, Little River County on State
Hwy, 32; turn south 1.3 mi.
7^. ______________: 2 feet above the Janis member, 1.1 mi. west

of

the Okla.-Ark. state line on State Hwy. 21.
75* Pecan Gap chalk: Just above the contact with Lower Taylor clay
at Tex. Bur. Econ. Geol. loc. 226-T-29, Shreveport Geol,
Soc., 19^9, Travis County.
76. Upper chalk member: Below the upper chalk ledge at the Jet. of
Prairie Creek and a tributary.

Go east 1.0 mi. from Loop

12, on Lake June Road at Pleasant Grove, in southwestern
Dallas; turn north 0.3 mi. then east 0.1 mi.; walk east
to creek Jet.
77* _________________ : Below third shell fragment bed from the top
ofexposures

in gullies south of Farm Road

J, 0,8 mi. east

of its Jet. with State Hwy. 78 in Garland, Dallas County.
78.

: Just above lower chalk bed which contains
Exogyra aff. E, ponderosa (Smith, 1955)*

80 2.3 mi.
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southwest of Sachse, Dallas County, on State Hwy. 78; turn
northwest 2.2 mi. then 0.6 mi, to bridge.
79.

„ __________ : Marl break below upper chalk on southeast
side of road at Rowlett Creek bridge.

Go. 2.3 mi. south

west of Sachse, Dallas County, on State Hwy. 78; turn
northwest 0.9 mi. then northeast 0*9 mi. "to bridge.
80. __________________: Just above Gryphaea bed south of bridge.
Go 2.3 mi. southwest of Sachse, Dallas County on State Hwy.
78; turn north 0,7 mi.
81. ________________ _s Marl 1 foot below top of quarry.

Go 2.1

mi. west on Farm Road 5^5? from the Jet. of State Hwy.
78 and Farm Road 5^5 in Blue Ridge, Collin County; turn
north 0.6 mi., east 0.3 mi., then north 0.5 mi. to quarry
west of road.
82. __________________: Top of the chalk in Ticky Creek at bridge.
Go 4.0 mi. east on State Hwy. 24, from its Jet. with U. S.
Hwy. 75 in McKinney, Collin County; turn north 0.1 mi.,
then east 1.4 mi. to Ticky Creek bridge.
83. __________________s Marl

just below the upper chalk bed in

road cut on south side of Farm Road 5^5» 1»6 mi. west of
Valdasta, Collin County.
84. __________________: Marl

just below 1.4 foot chalk bed in quarry.

Go 4,0 mi. east on State Hwy. 24, from its Jet. with U. S.
Hwy. 75 in McKinney, Collin County; turn south 0.4 mi,,
then west 0.1 mi. to quarry.
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APPENDIX II
Localities on Index Map
1.

Type locality of the Janis member.

1.1 mi. west of the Okla.-

Ark. state line on State Hwy. 21 in McCurtain County.
2.

Stephenson's phosphate zone at base of Annona in

road cut.

1.5 mi.east of square at Clarksville, Red River

Go

County,

on TJ. S. Hwy. 82; turn northeast on Farm Road 114 for 5*2
mi.; turn north on Farm Road 1158 for 5*7 mi. to road cut
just south of Pecan Bayou bridge.
5.

Annona chalk-Brownstown marl contact. Annona exposed along
road and Brownstown in gullies west of road.

Go 0.9 mi.

east of the square at Clarksville, Red River County on
U. S, Hwy. 82; turn north on Farm Road 1159 for 2,4 mi.;
turn east on Farm Road 1700 for 2.9 mi., and north 0,3
mi. on dirt road.
4.

Blossom sand with large concretions.

Go 0.9 mi.

east of the

square at Clarksville, Red River County, on U. S. Hwy. 82;
turn north 2.4 mi. on Farm Road 1159? turn east 2,9 mi.
on Farm Road 1700; turn north 1.8 mi. to road cut with
Blossom exposed.
5.

Stephenson's Blossom sand in creek east of Farm Road 1159*

Go

0.9 mi. east of the square at Clarksville, Red River
County, on TJ, S. Hwy. 82; turn north 3*2 mi. on Farm Road
1159
6.

Stephenson's Lower Taylor -Brownstown contact at phosphate zone
in road cut just east of bridge 1.6 mi. southeast of Bagwell,
Red River County, on old TJ. S. Hwy. 82.
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7.

Stephenson's Blossom sand, with numerous Exogyra ponderosa, in
shallow ditch south of U. S. Hwy. 82, 2.6 mi. south of its
Jet. with Farm Road 410 in Detroit, Red River County.

8.

Gober pinch-out in gully 0.5 mi. southwest of house.

Go south

0.5 mi. on Farm Road 194, from Blossom, Lamar County: turn
east 0.6 mi, on Farm Road 194; turn south 2.7 mi. to house
west of road.
9.

Goher-Lower Taylor contact in branch of Big Sandy Creek, 500
yds west of house.

Go west of Jennings, Lamar County for

0.9 mi., north-0.4 mi., and west 0.6 mi. to house south of
road.
10. Gober chalk in quarry west of road.

Go south 1.7 mi. from the

square at Paris, Lamar County, on State Hwy. 24; turn
southeast on Farm Road 1497 for 8.2 mi.
11. Blossom sand.

Go south 1,1 mi. from the square at Paris, Lamar

County, on State Hwy. 24 or to the first street south of
the Colorado and Santa Fe R.R.; turn west 0.4 mi., south
0.5 mi., west 0.2 mi., and walk toward R.R. to drainage
ditch.
12. Type Lake Crockett member below Lake Crockett dam.

Go 11.2 mi.

north of square at Honey Grove, Fannin County, on Farm
Road 100 and turn west to Lake Crockett dam.
15* Blossom sand at road Jet.

Go 4.4 mi. north of square at Honey

Grove, Fannin County, on Farm Road 100; turn west at
Allens Point School for 0.9 mi., south 0.2 mi,, and west
1.1 mi. to road junction.

1X2

14. Blossom-Brownstown contact in creek 500 yds. north of road to
Pleasant Valley Ranch.

Go 3*3 mi. north of the square at

Honey Grove, Fannin County, on Farm Road 100; turn west
0.4 mi. and walk 5°0 yds. north to creek.
15. Oxidized phosphate zone in the Lower Taylor clay, at the Jet.
of Davis Creek and North Sulphur River.

Go 0.5 mi. west

of square at Ladonia, Fannin County; turn north 2.0 mi. to
North Sulphur River bridge; walk 1.2 mi. west to the Jet.
of Davis Creek.
16* Gober chalk at the westernmost exposure of the calcarenite.

Go

0.8 mi. southeast of Bailey, Fannin County, on Farm Road
2320 to road cut on east side of road.
17. Blossom sand at its westernmost exposure.

Go 2.2 mi. north of

Dodd City, Fannin County to bridge just west of crossroads.
18. Lake Crockett member consisting of 6.7 feet of clay between the
Ector and the Fish-bed conglomerate.

Go 8.0 mi. west of

the square in Sherman, Grayson County, on II. S. Hwy. 82;
turn south 0.7 mi., then west 0.3 mi. to road cut on south
side of road.
19. Ector chalk.

Go 5»0 mi. east of the square in Sherman, Grayson

County, on TJ. S. Hwy. 82; turn north 0,9 mi. to quarry just
west of road Jet.
20. Lake Crockett member overlain by Ector chalk and underlain by
Eagle Ford clay containing an Ostrea lugubris bed.

Go 3*0

mi. south of Jet. of TJ. S. Hwy. 82 and TJ. S. Hwy. 75 in
Sherman, Grayson County, on the latter Hwy.; turn west 2.7
mi., then southwest 0,8 mi. to bridge.
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21. Ector chalk resting on Fish-bed conglomerate.

Go 2.7 mi. north

of Gunter, Grayson County, on State Hwy. 289; turn east 1,4
mi., south 0.1 mi., east 0.9 mi., and stop at bridge over
East Fork of Trinity River.
22. Ector chalk on branch of Honey Creek.

Go 4.3 mi. north of Jet.

of Farm Road 455 and State Hwy. 289 in Celina, Collin County,
on the latter Hwy.; turn south 0.3 mi. at school, east 1.3
mi., and south 0.7 mi. to bridge.
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